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^olin Campbell

LIZARD WITHOUT A TAIL

ENNY CAME FROM a Street where there were wooden houses. Without doubt,
every house there was built completely out of wood. It often occurred to
her that, in the suburb where she lived, there were only three houses buUt
out of anything else . . . well, as far as she knew at any rate. She seemed to
remember hearing someone say something like this once but she was not certain.
But the word 'wooden' intrigued her very much. At this moment she felt an
urgent need to try it out and, going down the hill, she enumerated silently:
wooden house, wooden fences, wooden steps, wooden shoes (at least there were
if you happened to be Dutch), wooden trees . . .? But this last one upset her.
Trees did not look wooden, did they? It upset her so much she decided to
think about something else. Her mind darted away as she wanted it to but
came up against something disallowed; something which she herself had disallowed; something which she had told herself not to think about. So she
came back to the word 'wooden' faltering just a little. Wooden carts . . . wooden
. . . wooden trees . . .? She seemed to be back to where she started from.
But she was also at the bottom of the hill by this time. Blackford's dog
was there waiting. As a matter of fact he had run out on to the road when he
saw her coming, but it was not part of the game to admit such a thing. He
crouched on his belly with his tail twitching although occasionally he could
not help thumping it on the ground with joy. She ignored him which was
also part of the game until he made a run towards her. He came very fast
and was very intent. He looked absolutely dangerous except when he bounced
into the air like a careering ball. When he was close enough, Jenny raised
her hand into the air and the dog leapt after it for no apparent reason. He
came nowhere near to touching it. It looked as if she had managed to lift
the dog into the air by means of magic. After this she herself took a quick
run around the corner and on to the pavement of the main road with, the dog
circling her at dazzling speed. He had found a piece of paper somewhere
and had this in his mouth.
The shop was next to Henderson's who kept a garden which was very neat
indeed. It always had magnificent colours in it in sparse, healthy rows. There
was a trellis, well-designed and looking spanking new due to fresh paint, which
supported bright crimson sweet-peas on the side nearest the shop. There were
meticulously placed rosebushes, flowering and ornamental shrubs, chrysanthemums and a host of other plants towards the house and, along the fence, there
were snapdragons. They blazed there in their reds, oranges and yellows in
early afternoon sunlight. Even at this time bees still worked industriously,
dodging around and about the meek stream from Mrs. Henderson's hose.

J
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This woman herself was invisible under a very large straw hat with a floppy
brim, one of her husband's old shirts with the collar turned up, an excessively
long dress and thick stockings. The sun did not agree with her but her passion
was gardening. She had no children. She saw Jenny as Jenny knew that she
would. She said, "Hello . . ." while continuing to aim her hose as accurately as
was possible.
"Hello," said Jenny who was obliged to slow down although she made a point
of keeping on the move.
"Didn't you go to school today?" asked Mrs. Henderson.
"No. No, Mummy let me stay at home today," which was not quite true.
In the whole mess of things, in all that terrible upset, she had been simply
overlooked.
"Weren't you well?" Mrs. Henderson was very sympathetic as she continued
with her hosing.
"No. No, I'm all right. I'm going tomorrow. I'm all right." To avoid
seeming rude, Jenny had come to a standstill.
"Well, that's good dear. So long as you're not sickening." She redirected
her slow jet of water on to another plant. She often wished that she did
have children, all of them girls, all just hke Jenny here who never missed stopping for a chat.
It was impossible to move on and difficult to stay. As if she knew a thing
or two, Mrs, Henderson offered release by saying, "If you're in a hurry dear
. . ." which was very gratifying.
"I am," said Jenny. "I have to hurry. Mummy . . . well, I have to hurry
Mrs. Henderson."
"Then, goodbye dear. Look after yourself," said Mrs. Henderson.
That smart-alec of a Brian was in the shop. Jenny hated him. He liked to
tease her and always acted in a big, superior fashion because he was sixteen
and had been to high school. He was leaning agamst the shelves behind the
counter chewing a match-stick. There were no other customers in the shop.
"Mummy wants the dry-cleaning," she told him, not laughing as he looked
around the shop and even behind himself to see who was talking. "Can I
have it please?" she said when he discovered her at last.
"What did you say, Httle girl?" he said leaning over the counter, pretending
that she was about six instead of twelve years old. She backed off away from
him without saying anything. "Yes . . . Oh, yes, your mother's dry-cleaning.
Now I wonder where we put it?" he continued. However, he did get it down
from the shelf eventually although he knew it was there all of the time. But
he held it up just out of her reach.
"You haven't been to school today," he told her as he did so.
"How do you know?"
"Because you wouldn't be home by this time. You always get kept in "
She refused again to say anything although she badly wanted to deny it.
It hurt her much more thaii it shou d have done. All she could do was continue reachmg for the parcel while shaking her head in agitation. She was not
n ^ T / T " " ? ^"f ^ ^^^^'' ' ° ^"^ ^" *^^ ^"d because he could see that
BlacHords dog had waited outside patiently. He had lost part of his high
spu-its but not his piece of paper. He picked this up when he saw her but
dropped It agam after a moment. He seemed content after this to get in her
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way in an amiable fashion and to give her hand one mighty lick. Mrs.
Henderson was watering plants much nearer the house and merely waved this
time. Just the same, Jenny knew that she was being closely watched from
under the big hat. At the corner, Jenny ran until the hill became too steep
because this u.sually got rid of the dog. Since she had to concentrate on
running, more often than not he got distracted by something else. Today,
however, he came right along with her. At her front gate, she had to shut
him out with a strong, "Now you go home!" which he ignored and which she
did not mean. But she knew that he would only stay out there for a few
minutes. As she came through the front door, she heard her mother speaking
on the telephone:
"I know dear . . . I don't intend to ever let him in the door again. It's my
house after all . . . Yes . . . Yes, I do mean it. Never again as long as I live!
He was just horrible last . . . Yes . . . Yes . . . I don't say that he is almost a
monster . . . I say that he is a monster! . . . Yes . . ."
Jenny put the parcel of dry-cleaning on a chair in the living room. Her
mother looked at her in a preoccupied fashion as she listened to an interruption.
She was frowning and obviously wanted to say something else herself when
the person on the telephone gave her a chance. Jenny went past her quickly
into the dining-room where she paused a moment. Then she went out into
the kitchen. She heard her mother begin speaking once more:
"I teU you only a monster would go on as he did last night. With Jenny
in the house too! I told him that then and also again this morning. And I
told him that I've had enough. There's no use in going on with it . . . Yes it
had to come to that, most definitely had to come to that. What? . . . Now
Beryl . . . Now, I know that you mean well . . . Now listen . . ."
"The house had been built on a steep slope so that the front was almost on
street level and the back some fifteen feet off the ground. It was supported
like a box on concrete stumps and, between these, there was a great deal of
room. It was a place to which Jenny went frequently. You got there by
going through the back door which opened from the kitchen onto a tiny porch
or verandah and then by descending the long back-stairs. The immediate back
of the downstairs portion was enclosed. It had weather-boards on one side
and latticework on the other. Behind the weather-boards was the laundry
and behind the latticework there was a narrow garden bed containing ferns
and cacti which had never done very well. Where there was less head-room
further towards the front, there was many years' accumulation of junk and a
pile of rusty garden tools. It was to this place that Jenny came while her
mother was still on the telephone.
In fact, it was here that she had a home for herself. She had built it by
means of a great deal of thought. True there were spiders, far too much dust
and striped wood-lizards, but none of these really made any difference. She
had it for herself because nobody interferred with her while she was there.
Sometimes other girls come to play but that did not stop it being a home that
she had just for herself, and, although she had not told anybody, one of the
wood-Hzards was a pet. At least he did not seem to be afraid of her which
was surprising because his tail had been frightened off. She knew that this
was how wood-lizards lose their tails. She liked to call him Shorty but never
out aloud. It wasn't right to call anybody Shorty. Most of the time she just
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thought about him and at him and knew that he was interested and '^ .^
understand. This time, when she came down, she found the old camps
which she liked to sit upon, sat on it and waited for him to appear,
always did eventually.
,
Her father's voice, when he became really angry, was like something witnou
any guidance. She could now hear him shout:
"I work for you don't 1? What else do you want . . . What in Heavens
name else do you want?"
There were several kinds of spiders down there under the house but no redbacks. Redbacks were poisonous and you had to be careful about them, one
would probably have killed redbacks if there had been any or moved her
home somewhere else. But daddy-long-legs were atrocious and yet so funny.
They should have got their big, long, skinny legs all mixed up with their
webs . . .
"Tm not asking too much from you! You don't give a thought! You don't
want a family!"
"Don't want a family? You can tell me that?"
"I look after Jenny well . . . "
The lattice walls of her house had broad, dead-green leaves of lilies against
them from the outside. The leaves were almost frog-coloured. At least you
would not be able to see a frog if it was to perch itself on one of those leaves.
"I've given up too many things for you . . . There's no reason why I should
give up my whole life too. There's no reason why I should put up with a
constant hell . . ."
"So you found another woman?"
"What if I have? . . . What if . . ."
Shorty had a hump where his tail once had been. Before it had fallen off
or had been frightened off. He crawled out from the lattice, rested a moment,
then ran down a post to the ground. The afternoon sun shining through the
lattice formed little pools of yellow and he was half in and half out of one
of these. He had turned around and was looking back in the direction from
which he had come.
"You don't mean anything to her . . . She won't miss you. I'll keep her and
she'U be better off not knowing you at all! She'll be better off not knowing . . ."
"What good will you be to her?"
"That doesn't matter. At least she won't have to know that she's got a rotter
for a father."
It was wonderful how the daddy-long-legs, who were so atrocious, did not
get their legs mixed up . . . There were no redback spiders . . . There were . . .
Jenny picked up a small piece of wood which was lying on the ground beside
Shorty

°''^' ^""^ ^"^''^"^ * ' ' '^'''^" ""' ^""^^ ^' ' ^ ^ possibly could on

When her mother came down almost half an hour later to see what had
become of her she was still there sitting on her stool. She had S yet begun
She s a i ^ without looking at the shattered lizard, "I didn't really ^ ^ „ t , .
hurt him Mummy
. I didn't really want to hurt him! I couldn't S
I
Mummy! I couldnt help it! . . ." Then she did cry.
^ ^ P '*'
Which most perplexed her mother.
lO
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CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL
The last shadow is gentle weariness
closing the eyes.
The tree leans down and melts into the plain
with a hushed cry.
Above the west, burnt-out bronzes cool;
landscape bleeds;
drained colourless, houses fall
on crumpled knees.
I have come to the last door in the road. The bell
pours out bright sound;
no one will answer now daylight has dwindled
under the ground.
On the balcony, an ancient invalid
with no complaint
pulls shred ends of rugs around his legs,
shivers, and waits.
GRACE
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THE DAUGHTER
What an odd thing,
A flower
Growing in that foaming mud!
With five white tubers
And crawling veins
Like a child's hand!
Under the curling brush
It moves with a silent pain.
I would like to grasp it
To see if it would shake mine!
Not far away, there's a helmet.
Dented and black, and green shreds
Of camouflage.
A fist clenching a book, knuckles
Bared to the bone with shrapnel.
Go back to that flower-hand.
Perhaps it's a real one.
Perhaps that soldier's child.
They were crossing here by pontoon.
He in his tall courage
Trained for months, taut
As a bird shocked by bullet-sounds.
And she, his daughter.
From the Nikata plantation
In white, like a Communion dress.
Side by side, her hand
Like a sparrow clutched in his
Cage of thick bronze.
They knew there was far to go,
And they must be quiet.
Each footfall breaking a twig
Might mean their own shattering
By those fat crouched shapes on the hill.
Yet the heat or the green water
Made them drunk with life.

12
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They stripped and swam in the river,
He bouying her up, whispering
That this was living,
And she must never forget it The body with water about it,
Soft weeds stroking their limbs,
Health like a bright bulb
Glowing in the hollow brain.
And she would not forget.
For those last few minutes
Before the wild grenades
Burst round them like sharp stars
She would not forget.
And then she would forget.
CHARLES
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Marian Eldridge

MATERNITY

ILLOWS OF CLOUD loUcd in the sky. There was a wind — far below in the
nature strips trees woke and stirred. A child ran. Mrs. Girvan's glance
slid over him and stopped. Teddy! It wasn't, of course, but she
watched from her bed until he ran into one of the houses. Did Teddy miss
her? Joe never said.
She followed a rag of sunlight drifting over the town. In hospital where
the temperature never changed the day outside was whatever you made it . . .
warm, windy, just enough to put a bit of life into the wash and make it easy
to fold. Being in hospital was like waiting to be born, she mused. "Ten days'
holiday for you now, Betty," said the doctor when he delivered the baby. She
smiled . . . someone else to think up meals, herd the boys to the table, bolt
after the cows when they came tangling their horns in her sheets and towels,
someone else to be alert always for the patter of raindrops, the squall of tears
. . . She drifted across a sky of sleep.
"What are you doing"—Teddy crying, the cows trampling Joe's lettuce, Joe
in for dinner—"lolling in bed like this, Mrs. Girvan?" GuUt jolted her. Sister
Daniel, straight and cool as a thermometer, stood by the bed. "You must either
lie flat on your tummy, arms by your side, one pillow under your hips—or sit
bolt upright. Otherwise you'll go bad inside!" She slapped the hard pillows,
tweaked the bedspread into order. "Now rest while you can."
Mrs. Girvan's body tingled. Rest! As Sister Daniel hurried out Sister D'arcy
ran in to slap and straighten all over again because matron was on her round.
Then Maisie, clinging like a roughrider to her polisher: "This machine's the
very devil! Sorry, Mrs. Girvan!" as it cracked and jarred the bed. "Sleeping?"
Rest . . . She'd heard of spirit drinkers begging for a smell of the cork, just
a smell of the cork . . . "Gee you're cranky Mum," grumbled Joe and the six
boys as she dragged herself through the dreary months with a nightmare sitting
^^ ^^^,\^^^- "Get something from the chemist . . . Use a knitting needle,"
advised her gul friends when it was clear poor Bet had fallen in again. She
watched a stray pumpkin swelling amongst her sweet peas, her sweet wiUiam
and sweet akce. I didn't root you out," she bargained. "Be a girl."
Just one more push, dear. You're doing very well, dear. Now—one last—
g o o d - p u s h ^ But it was no use. Her body wouldn't obey. "I'm too tired
'^^"*~ The mask was clamped over her face the gas machine roared «:T,P
struggled faster! faster! to escape the spinning lights, the mask, the pain "
"Mrs. Girvan! Here's your darling baby, Mrs. Girvan," cried the motherc ft

P
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nurse, Celia, the pretty one who could have been her own daughter. Her eyes
fluttered open and she wondered at the red old man's face, the elongated head,
the instrument bruises on each temple. "There now—wasn't it all worthwhile?"
bubbled Celia. "Isn't he beautfful?"
He . . . She closed her eyes and wept.
"Awake, Mrs. Girvan?" Sister Daniel prodded her stomach and wrote something in her book. "Awake, Mrs. Frost?"
"She says me fungus has gone right down. Whatever does she mean?"
giggled Mrs. Frost who was seventeen. She couldn't wait, she said, to get
home and start another. "I'm going to be a grandma at thirty-four so I can hop
around on the floor with me grandchildren," she boasted. "I reckon it's a real
shame the way some women run to seed."
I'm just a dried-out thistle, thought Mrs. Girvan as Mrs. Frost changed into
yet another new nylon bedjacket. She glanced down at her poor old nightie
pulled together with a pin, pink once or blue or cream and now a sad grey like
her teatowels and tablecloths and especially her hands—everything that once
had been pastel and pretty. That was spring water for you. A slow flush
burned along her cheekbones as she recalled something one of the aides had
said. The girl had washed and dressed and trollied her from the delivery room
into the ward and was unpacking her case. "These nursing bras look pretty
tatty," she pounced, holding them up. "Are they clean?"
"Yes." The water . . . she was too tired to explain. But as soon as Joe came
in she insisted that he go into "Madame's" and buy her two new brassieres'.
"Aw struth! Couldn't one of the nurses—" "No, Joe." And then she hardly
wore them: her milk just fizzled out.
"I never had trouble before, doctor, I gushed everywhere. I don't know,
I'm drinking jugs and jugs of water, maybe he's just a hungry baby, maybe the
milk's slow coming—"
"You fed all the others, you say?"
"Oh yes!"
"Well then—don't you feel you've done your share? Give yourself a rest,
Betty. Plenty of milk on your dairy farm, isn't there?"
"Yes but—Yes. All right doctor."
"That's the idea. Don't want to let these little things get us down, do we?"
He smiled—she smiled, but when he had gone she fell to thinking about
that brindle heifer Joe had sold in disgust to the butcher because all the
molasses and grain and grass-hay he poured into it went to its back while its
calf bawled and butted in vain for a drink.
"I've had to wean the baby, Joe."
"Plenty of good cows at home," said Joe.
He was leaning on the heart table over her bed, turning the pages of one of
the magazines her girl friends had brought her. "You must get awfully sick
of yourself," they said, "with nothing to do all day." He hadn't kissed her, in
fact he hadn't even said hullo but had filtered in with his eyes lowered and a
sflly little half-smile on his mouth and a nod at her before he hid himself in her
true romance. Thrusts of laughter from the other wards hurt her—what did
husbands and wives find to say to one another? Mrs. Frost was telling Mr.
Frost how he'd love changing the baby, she'd done it tvdce already and
tomorrow—
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Just then Joe spoke. "Sow had piglets last night. Thirteen."
^
"Oh, good! Thought she was getting close. Are they sows or boars.^
Thirteen's a good lot. Are you pleased? Did you tell Teddy? What else Joe.
"Nothing else. Just thirteen."
"I mean—the boys."
He took another magazine. "Harry went to a dance last night. Never got m
till three."
„
"Till three!" Her heart died. "What on earth was he doing out till—
"Look don't fuss, Bet. He's tough. Fle was up again at five for the cows."
"But out till three, Joe!"
"I tell you, Betty—stop worrying! Teddy dropped his sandwiches in a
puddle and never had any lunch today."
Teddy—her baby! "But he's got a plastic box for his sandwiches. They
shouldn't have got wet."
"Yes but he lost it,"
"How? How come he lost it, Joe? What happened? Tell me, Joe."
"A maggie nesting down by the dam dived at him he says so he threw his
lunch box at it and it fell in the dam out of reach."
She felt quite helpless. Dragging things out of Joe was like milking that
brindle heifer. "By the dam . . . But he never goes that way to school. What
if he'd—Why weren't Danny and Colin looking after him? Colin's old enough,
he's got some sense. Where were they, Joe?"
She saw those big boys Colin and Danny running fast, running away from
little Teddy as he struggled across great tussocks and stumbled into wheel ruts,
clutching his scrap of lunch until out of the sky a monstrous bird menaced him,
sweeping and snapping—and no mother there to stand between him and the
world.
"Colin reckons he's got a sore throat. Nothing much. Took him to the
doctor this morning. Got him some honey balsam. He's okay."
She fell back against the pillows. Her throat was shaking. To stop the
tears she stared very hard at Mr. Frost as he bounced out of the ward clutching
his baby-viewing card. He looked no older than Harry.
Mrs. Frost raised her voice. "Mr. Girvan! Aren't you going along with all
the dads to look at baby Girvan today?" she teased. It was her daily joke with
them. Joe grinned, turning his magazine.
"Not him, not Joe!" laughed Mrs. Girvan, making herself laugh, rushing in
to explain once more. "Joe never was one for babies. Saw Harry just ten
minutes after he was born and that was enough for him. Soon enough when
he gets the baby home, he reckons. He'd rather look at a new calf or a piglet
wouldn't you, Joe? As for a nurse of the baby—not him! Wait till kids are
interesting, round about a year, he says. You won't catch Joe near a baby!"—
bruising herself with the joke. Joe grinned.
"Colin's sick, Joe says you've seen him—Is he bad?" she babbled as soon as
the doctor appeared on his round. "He wouldn't be getting—It isn't like
"Listen, Betty." Her blood stood still. "I examined young Cohn thorouehlv
and apart from a bit of a cough there's not a thing wrong with him." Shp V A
again. "He could be missing his mum. Which reminds me—you m, i u
wondering when I'll let you go home. I thought all the mothers started asJcin
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from about the third day, sister?" Sister Daniel, who waited with her notebook
and heard without listening, smiled an aseptic little smile. "Time marches on,
as they say, Betty." He consulted the notebook. "Saturday then?"
"All right doctor. And doctor—"
"Yes?"
"This baby wasn't a girl—"
"The chances of having a girl were pretty slim, Betty. Not at your age,
not after six boys."
"Oh, well—nothing like trying again!" But at the awful prospect the words
trembled in her throat and turned into tears. "Seven's enough! No more," she
begged.
"We can certainly help you there, Betty," said the doctor, so mercifully that
she couldn't stop, the tears simply gushed. "Seven's the final score. Right?
And listen to me, before you face up to them on Saturday—"
Face Saturday? Face Joe perched for dinner the baby howling, the cows
at the washing again while sleep rasped her eyelids and scattered her wits
like chickens?—"Doctor I can't—"
"Try and relax. Have a good rest. You deserve it." He smiled at her until
she smiled in return. "Right, now who's next, sister?"
As she sagged, invoking the rest they said she deserved. Sister Daniel
returned with a medicine glass. "Doctor said to take these," she said. "For
your headache."
"But I haven't got a headache." She stared with rising despair at the two
little white tablets lying in the medicine glass. "I know what these are—
tranquillisers!"
Automatically Sister Daniel began to straighten the pillows. "Only for a day
or two, dear," soothing and smoothing the pillows. "You're just a bit homesick,
missing your family—"
Suddenly she was crying again. She bit her knuckles, reached for her tissues.
I cant—I cant—
"There, there," recited the sister. "Saturday's coming quickly—you'll soon be
home again—"
But Mrs. Girvan only cried all the harder.
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CODICIL
When I die let me lie
Where I be.
Native land, foreign soil
Neutral sea.
When I end any ground
Is my home
Any rain will lave
Tendon and bone.
Gentle worm, pincered ant
Silent mold
Know their task, will undo
What was me.
Simple box, slightest mound
Will suflSce.
Lay no ghost, say no prayer
To melt ice.
When I die let me lie
Let me be.
L.

BROOM
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WILDINGS
I dug my garden to ease my alien heart,
finding the droughtland winters acceptable to strangers.
When buds on the fig tree fattened and violets darkened
the snows of viburnum melted, sweet with the promise
of mountain and freshet and the pale nordic heavens—
never of spring frank with the slopes' true blossoms.
I shut the steel-meshed gates against intruders,
the rag-taggle wildings camped in neglected paddocks.
Instead, my antique roses prepared their assault on summer,
barbing their mossy sepals, refining their thorns
against the clawed melaleucas, the casuarinas
and the callistemons mocking my northern blood.
The slopes are now landslides in a memory,
and half-recalled are the medlars' fluted petals,
the flimsy birches, the winged-Mercury maples.
With the willows that drank from my hands, they have thirsted, fallen
into a gully aflame with flowers whose essence
is reconciled with oil, myrrh, frankincense and honey.
MARGARET
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Dorothy Hewett

THE AWAKENING OF MISS HUGGETT

ISS HuGGETT SAT alouc uudor the shadow of Mount Clarence in the narrow
stone house with the ruby-red pane of glass in the front door. The dust
spread on the window-sills and collected in little heaps on the carpet
edges because Mrs. Huggett was no longer there to dust and carpet sweep,
and Miss Huggett's hands, long unaccustomed to such tasks, took the duster
and the carpet-sweeper out of the broom-cupboard, leant on them dreamily and
left them standing in the corner. "Poor Rose, we'll have to take her in. She's
quite incapable. She's always been—completely incapable," said her elder
sister, echoing their mother's voice and their mother's judgment.
And yet Rose was left alone, partly because of her own gentle stubbornness
and partly because the spectacle of Rose, with her vague hands and paintsmeared dresses moving about her sister's trim house, was impossible.
Now the mice rustled in the corners as she rustled The Albany Advertiser
on her knee and the shadow of the mountain filled the room darkening the
only survivors of the Frankland River full bloods.
And she seemed to hear her mother's voice calling, "Rosie, Rosie, time for
tea, dear," but no sound broke the stillness and the kettle was cold on the
hob. Surely her mother still lay with pennies on her eyelids in the best bedroom with the navy-blue holland blinds pulled down? But no, her mother was
out in the graveyard, peaceful under the Dog Rock, next to the anchor-andchain gravestone of the old drowned sailor off the Bald Head wreck. Perhaps
she made them all cups of tea and they sat at night, drinking, and teUing old
stories, with their backs propped against the headstones. But there was no-one
to make tea for poor Rosie, the gifted one, the impractical, who must be taken
care of always.
"Put your warm cardigan on now Rosie."
"Time for tea now Rosie."
"Put your paintbrushes away now Rosie."
"Turn the light on Rosie. It's getting dark and you'll strain your eyes . . ."
and, as if in answer to the summons, she got up and put on the lights.
The grandfather-clock struck four. Good heavens, it was nearly time for
her lesson!
Any minute now little Annie Summers would come climbing up the rocky
narrow street of high stone houses above the town, singing down through the
train-cutting beside the harbour, knocking the tops off the nasturtiums.
And it seemed to Miss Huggett that time telescoped and it was another

M
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little girl with pale gold hair who came up the stone path between the
straggly rose-bushes, thumped the knocker, slipped into her place at the oval
table, and Miss Huggett again set out the jug and the teapot and the plate with
two oranges for the still life, and the clock struck four, and the lesson began.
But when the knocker went and she looked again it was only little ugly Annie
Summers, the phosphate-worker's daughter, with her freckles and ginger hair
and too-short dresses, standing on the front step with a handful of droopy
nasturtiums.
Annie came in, vaguely musing on the ruby-red world she could just see
through Miss Huggett's door if she stood on tiptoe. It was always the most
exciting thing in her visits to Miss Huggett. For that she endured the hourlong purgatory of perspective and light and shade and the white cartridge
paper marked with the dirty smudges of her fingers and the pencil gripped
tightly, and Miss Huggett sighing because it was not little Liz Durrell who
sat there, with her plump, bushy mother and the Buick and the Durrell acres
covered in sheep at her back . . . For that and the Van Raas swamp-gums in
their big jarrah frames and the glowing dark oils of the aborigines and her
sorrow for Miss Huggett left alone in the narrow stone house, with her mother
dead.
Sometimes, when the lesson was finished, she made tea and toast out of the
warmth of her heart and dusted the sitting-room, for no-one knew or cared
whether Annie was gifted. They never had time in the bursting house, sunken
in by the railway cutting, with its succession of brothers and sisters. No-one
told Annie it was time for tea or to put her cardigan on or her paintbrushes
away. Life was a fierce struggle to survive, and if you didn't come in for tea
you didn't get any and there was more for everyone else.
Only Annie's mother, coming across the chalk drawings she did on brown
paper lying on her stomach among the nasturtiums on the railway bank, felt
vaguely that perhaps Annie was "gifted" and put aside a little of the superphosphate-worker's wages to have the gift fostered at Miss Huggett's once a
week.
Least of all did Miss Huggett think Annie was gifted. She had looked
dutifully at the chalk drawings, sighed and used them to light the chip-heater.
She proceeded to teach Annie the rudiments of perspective and shading never
knowing the ecstasy in Annie's stomach or the sweeping delight in her fingers
as she drew the great whorls and suns of colour watching them leap and
pattern on the dark brown paper.
But for all this Annie was sorry for Miss Huggett. For Annie knew she had
• the gift and just as surely she knew that Miss Huggett was a hack who would
never amount to anything.
Perhaps once she might have done something worth while when she was a
girl studying under Van Raas in his studio among the giant swamp-gums at
Nornalup and had painted those dignified and melancholy portraits of the
aborigines. But Van Raas had shot himself in the head, and Miss Huggett
had gone back to producing postcard scenes and painted shells for the summer
tourists. She had had quite a vogue in those years. The rich sheep-farmers,
down for their "after-harvest" holidays, gave their daughters to Miss Huggett
to "learn drawing", while their wives had afternoon tea and cream sponge in
an arty little teashop run by two old maids in smocks and thick Elizabeth
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Arden make-up, who exhibited raffia-work from local reeds on the counter and
Miss Huggett's water-colours on the walls.
But now Albany had changed a lot. It was no longer a sleepy seaside town
that came half-alive with the wheat and sheep cockles after the harvest, but
an industrial town with railway workshops, a superphosphate works and new
raw suburbs of Housing Commission homes. In political circles it was said that
the Labor Party had created an Albany proletariat to give it an extra blueribbon seat in the countryside. The old maids' Tea-Shoppe had long since
gone and in its place was the Casablanca, a glassed-in espresso coffee-shop
with avant-garde local art folios on the counter and record-album covers pinned
around the walls.
It was Annie's secret dream to have an art folio at the Casablanca but out
of a simple delicacy she would never have let Miss Huggett know.
Miss Huggett fussed Annie in and sat her down at the table, but she seemed
even vaguer and rather excited. Her round face, with the high eczema colour
on her cheeks, was brighter than ever; her words rushed and stuttered all over
the room.
"Look here, Annie," she said, "just look here. The Advertiser came and
for once I got it before the next door's dog, and here's Liz DurrelFs photo on
the front page, and doesn't she look lovely, holding an exhibition at the beach
in her mother's house? Liz Durrell, you must have heard of her. She made a
name for herself in the Eastern States. But of course you wouldn't have heard,
dear, would you? She used to be one of my pupils, one of my best pupils.
She used to sit in that very chair you're sitting in now, such a pretty girl . . . in
her mother's beach-house . . . you must have seen it from the bus, all that
glass and polished jarrah with a lively view of the Point?"
"I read it," Annie said stolidly. "You look excited. Miss Huggett. Will I
make a cuppa before we start?"
But Miss Huggett stood rapt in the centre of the room, some secret dream
illuminating her face.
She grabbed Annie's elbow. "We'll go," she said. "It'll be good for you,
better for you than any art lesson. I'll even introduce you to Liz Durrell.
Now won't that be something?—something for you to remember all your life,
Annie! It won't be wasting your mother's money at all! Now let me look at
you. Is your dress clean?"
Miss Huggett looked Annie over carefully, her skinned knees and her faded
frock and her much-darned cardigan shrunken up at the wrists, and shook her
head.
"All well," she sighed. Even to her unpractised eye Annie was not presentable.
"Look here," Annie said briskly, "it isn't me she'll be lookin' at. It's you
Her old teacher. It's you'll have to look smart. We'll get you all dolled up
and then Liz Durrell needn't be ashamed when people say, 'There goes vour
old teacher'."
^
Miss Huggett, simple soul, flushed with pleasure. "Yes," she said, "yes of
course. I mustn't disgrace her. She may want to introduce me to people
I could be important, I suppose. After all, I gave her the grounding. I rnieht
even get my picture in the paper." She giggled like a girl.
^
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"Now you go and get y'self ready," Annie said, "and I'll make you a cuppa.
God knows when you'll get back . . . all the heads'!! be there."
Miss Hugget paused in front of her wardrobe unable to make a decision.
"Put on that pretty cotton dirndl. It always looks so fresh," said her
mother's voice.
So she dressed herself in her pretty cotton and her sensible walking-shoes.
It was a couple of miles across the mountain to the beach and she never took
buses. She put on her newest, home-made straw hat, bound round with
imitation wheat-ears and red poppies. She scrubbed her face very clean and
pulled white cotton gloves over her red hands. Somehow the effect was
bizarre but rather charming. When she came out, all fluttery, into the kitchen,
Annie looked at her with her head on one side, like a wise bird.
It's the hat, Annie thought despairingly, they'll all laugh at the hat. And
her dress is too long. I wish Ma was here. She could take up the hem.
But then she saw the essential goodness and kindliness of Miss Huggett,
the grace and gaiety of the straw hat on her greying hair, and she knew, as
any artist knows, that this might be eccentric but it was right for Miss Huggett.
Anyway, she comforted herself, there'll be lots of weirdies there, a lot weirder
than her.
"That looks real nice," she said, copying her mother's practical tone.
Miss Huggett sat dreamily sipping her tea, lost in a reverie of past and
present glory. She was a girl again, walking flush-faced and plump-waisted
with Van Raas beside the Nornalup River, with the incredibly perfect columns
of the swamp-gums reflected at their feet, watching in reverence his high,
veined forehead, the ceaseless movement of his spade-shaped fingers.
"It is here. Rose, that it comes," he said. "Here, here and here." He
touched head, hand and heart.
How she had worked in the rough jarrah studio on the high stumps overlooking the river! How the silence and the white trunks of the swamp-gums
and the thick dank river-water choked with leaves seemed to drown her in
greenness!
Her mother had always been dubious about Van Raas. People said he was
a madman and immoral, living with a woman who wasn't his wife. She was
small and dark and fat with a thin line of downy hair over her top lip, and she
made hot scones in a rough bush kitchen, and soothed and comforted the cold,
aesthetic, weatherboard world in which they lived.
But Mrs. Huggett's maternal fears were charmed away by the fame of Van
Raas. That her little girl, her Rose, her kind of God's fool, should learn off
such a master! The little girl went to dwell beside the river and there alternately wept and sweated blood as Van Raas, in rage and contempt, tore up
her photographic oils, her wishy-washy water-colours. "Feel, girl, feel!" he
stormed. "You use a paintbrush like a scrubbing-brush!"
He shot himself among the swamp-gums and Rose went home to weep and
paint the aborigine portraits that made her quite famous. But her mother
didn't feel they were Rose's forte, all those old aborigines hanging round the
place. Besides, she did much better out of the water-colours in the Tea Shoppe.
Gently, so gently that Rose hardly felt the pain of it, she was weaned away from
the sweat and blood of creation to the gentle, insipid landscapes of her mother's
iron will.
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Smothered in cardigans and tea and drawing-lessons for the squatter
daughters Rose lay in the stone house under the mountain, and wnen tne
dragon in pom-pom slippers, lay safely buried, with the smell of tannm still
round her mouth, it was too late.
"I wonder," Miss Huggett said gently . . . I wonder would she consider it an
imposition if I was to take her some of my work."
Annie looked at her anxiously. "What would you take? she said.
"I don't know. I could take my portfolio, but perhaps that might be a bit
much." She brightened. "Perhaps it would be better to take my latest work.
She'd surely be interested in that, something contemporary.
They set off through the wildflowers along the mountain path to the sea.
Miss Huggett carried her portfolio carefully under her arm. Annie skipped
ahead picking the pink-and-white everlastings and sticking them among the
poppies in Miss Huggett's hat.
_
She really is rather a sweet child, though Miss Huggett. What a pity she
has no talent! I hardly like taking the money.
When they reached the big house set high above the sweep of beach and
sea-front she could hardly get her breath. I must be getting quite middle-aged,
she thought, startled out of the eternal little-girlishness that sat so uneasily on
her greying head.
There were cars and people moving up and down the steep mountain road,
the doors flung wide open and the low thunder of voices echoing in the seascrub garden.
Miss Huggett was shy enough to hide amongst the banksia.
"C'mon," said Annie, fiercely determined now that they were there. She
bundled the frightened Miss Huggett through the front door and then stood
transfixed before the paintings filling all the walls of the living-room. For
here were her \asions translated into line and colour and a whirling movement
that grew out of the canvas. Here too was the meaning, something that had
always escaped her on the green bank beside the railway-line. She drew her
passion but it had no unity, no integration; it was like fragments hurled
against the orange nasturtiums and the glowing ball of the sun. Now she
understood that the feeling, the decorative pattern, weren't enough. There
must be meaning, communication, in painting, just as there was meaning in
Liz Durrell's work.
Annie went from painting to painting in a fierce concentration that blotted
out the world . . . a skeleton of an old pub with angular lounging men, agricultural machinery spidery on a washed-out blue sky, a wide, red, dust-furred
road riding through desert scrub into infinity, a group of aborigines scattered
by a dusty township, wharfies sweating and swarming over the side of a ship
in blue arc-lights . . . Flowers and people, birds flying, trees tossing, men working, women carrying babies and groceries, little townships clinging to a rim of
red earth, big glittery cities on the edge of a shadowy continent, children
carrying babies, weeping and laughing people, farmers standing drowned in
wheat or by big bales of wool at lonely sidings, aboriginal stockmen in cowboy
hats riding buckjumpers to glory, girls with blue-washed faces sliding watermelon and lemonade down a drink-bar . . . it was like a vision to Annie, twisting
her dirty handkerchief round and round in her teeth.
"Well!" said Miss Huggett at her side. "I must say I'm surprised. I never
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thought . . ." her voice trailed off. Bewildered she tried to trace her careful,
painstaking teaching through these vivid impressions scattering the walls.
She saw a tall blonde, tragic-eyed, standing at one end of the room, next
to a little, dried-out, bushy-looking old woman. Nervously she took Annie's
arm, but the old woman's remembered homely face reassured her. She went
across the polished floor smiling uncertainly under her hat of poppies and
everlastings.
"Mrs. Durrell/' she said. "Perhaps you may remember me," and humbly . . .
"Miss Huggett. I used to teach your daughter, drawing . . ."
Mrs. Durrell smiled. "Of course Miss Huggett. How nice to see you again!
And your mother, how is she?"
"she's dead," Miss Huggett said, always at a loss for social graces; and her
voice broke and soared lonely over the cocktail-party.
"Oh, I'm sorry—and you were so close." Mrs. Durrell touched her daughter's
arm. "Liz, you remember Miss Huggett, your old drawing-teacher, the first
one you ever had. You were only a little girl . . ."
The blonde woman turned round. She smiled. "Why of course." She took
Miss Huggett's hand in the darned white glove. "How are you. Miss Huggett?"
"Well, very well, and how wonderful all the success you've had. It's really
wonderful," said Miss Huggett looking at the floor.
"Liz has done well," Mrs. Durrell said proudly. "Not that I understand her
painting myself, but of course you would, Miss Huggett. It will mean something to you."
"Yes," Miss Huggett said, but her tone was dubious. She looked dutifully
around for Annie and found her red-faced beside her, with her handkerchief
bitten into holes.
"This is a little pupil of mine—Annie, Annie Summers. She would love to
meet you."
"How are you, Annie?" said Liz Durrell, bending towards her out of politeness and warmth towards a child.
"I'm good," Annie said. "And your paintings are fabulous. They are, really.
They teach me things."
Liz smiled. "I'm glad," she said. "They're supposed to do that, teach you
things, as long as they're the right things."
"I have to work out the right things for meself," Annie said seriously. "I
mean they just show me the way to work it out."
This strange child. Miss Huggett thought irritably; and with a quick movement of jealousy and rejection she placed herself in front of Annie and took out
her folio. Surely this was her day. She never got a chance to talk to a
kindred spirit any more, compare notes and draw strength from another creative
being. She felt starved for a communion of the spirit and this child was robbing her of it. This little girl daring to talk up like that when she knew nothing, absolutely nothing, the daughter of a fertilizer-worker, ignorant people,
completely uncultured. Her mother couldn't pronounce two words right.
"Liz," Miss Huggett said breathlessly, "I brought along a little thing I'm
working on. My latest work, actually, a commissioned work." (She spoke
proudly. Hardly anyone commissioned her nowadays.) She began to unroll
the paper. "It's a panoramic view of the whole of Middleton Beach taking in
the Point . . ." but Annie caught her elbow.
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"I think we better be goin' now. Miss Huggett. If I get home late Ma
worries," she said desperately.
A •
T^.'
.,,rlp when
Miss Huggett shook her off. "Don't interrupt, Annie. I t s very rude wtien
grown-ups afe talking. You could trot off home by yourself, I think, but I
must have a little talk with Liz." She smiled brightly
"We'd like to see your paintings, wouldn't we, Liz? said Mrs. Durrell.
We
always remembered Miss Hluggett."
,. 4.1, i. „
Annie watched Miss Huggett unroll the water-colour.
Oh, not that one.
Miss Huggett, please—" she cried. They bent to examme it.
"Look," Miss Huggett said triumphantly. "It takes in everything you can see
from your windows. You might like me to do you a copy ^ I often do several
of the same scene. But this one I had to pretty up a bit. I t s for Mrs. Clostock
- y o u know, the sheep people . . . and she wanted her cottage and car m it
though by rights you can't see either from this vantage-point.
She laughed
like a gull. "But you've got to please the customers."
"It is nice," Mrs. Durrell said. Liz flushed and turned her eyes away.
"Perhaps you might be able to get me commissions for a few paintings, Liz,
while you're here," Miss Huggett rushed on. "I'm all alone now mother's gone,
and I have to make my living. Perhaps we might even hold a joint exhibition,
she cried wildly: "Teacher and pupil, it would be a—what do you call it
now?—a gimmick." She chattered on desperately, holding the rejected picture
in her hand.
"I'm sorry. Miss Huggett," Liz said slowly, "but I won't be here much longer
and I always exhibit alone. Besides . . . " she groped for the words . . . "our
styles are so different, aren't they?"
Miss Hugget stood frozen in the centre of the room, alone as she never had
been before, not even when her mother died. She had seen the pity in Liz
Durrell's face, and turning towards Annie at her side she saw the pity and
horror reflected in the child's eyes and knew that even Annie, the despised,
the unteachable, knew her humiliation.
"Why yes," she said brightly. "They are different, Liz. I must say I was
surprised . . ." her voiced trailed off. A few everlastings fell from her hat.
Annie took her gently by the arm.
"C'mon, Miss Huggett," she said roughly. "Guess we better get goin'. It's
a fair walk home."
"Yes," said Miss Huggett meekly. "Yes Annie. We'd better be going." She
put out a trembling hand. "Goodbye, Mrs. Durrell. Goodbye, Liz . . . it was
so nice seeing you again . . . and the pictures . . ." She waved vaguely around
the room.
She tottered out under the banksias clutching at the child's arm. Behind
them the voices beat and murmured like surf, and above them the high thin
words of some effeminate young man: "Who on earth was that rather sweet
old dowdy thing in the hat, Liz, toting the frightful daub? Surely not a hopeful amateur, at her age?"
Down the mountain path went Miss Huggett like an old goat, her hat wilting
as she went, little Annie Summers leaping along beside her. She couldn't bear
to look in Annie's eyes and see the knowledge and the sorrow there. This child
whose teacher .she was, this strange child to have seen so much! This was the
most bitter humiliation. She saw the compassion in Liz Durrell's face, the
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polite concern of Mrs. Durrell, the half-amused, half-pitying faces of the people,
saw it all again and couldn't bear it.
She stopped on the mountain path and wrenched her arm away from Annie.
"You go home alone, dear," she said. "I'm going for a little walk. It was
so stuffy in that room, all the smoke, it upsets me, and I want . . . I want to
finish my picture," she cried in despair.
Annie looked at her, her brows wrinkling. "Are you sure. Miss Huggett?
It's gettin' real late. I don't like to leave you alone."
"Everyone has to be alone some time, Annie," Miss Huggett said, with
dignity. Annie nodded her head. And if Miss Huggett was going to finish her
picture, perhaps she didn't know what a fool she'd made of herself back there,
with her awful picture.
"Righto, Miss Huggett," she said briskly. "And thanks for taking me. I
learnt a terrible lot." And for a moment she looked shining-eyed into Miss
Huggett's face, and was grateful.
"Thank you, Annie," Miss Huggett said. "I learnt a lot too."
Miss Huggett turned, and walked back the way she had come, skirting the
big house with its cars and laughter, going high up the side of the mountain,
where the bush was thick and straggly, pushed and tormented by the wind.
Up, up, went Miss Huggett, high into the air and sky with her skirt whipped
around her and the safety-pins in her hair dropping on the stones.
When she reached the side of the mountain that looked over the sea she
had lost her breath and was crying great sobs that sounded like the gulls she
startled in her climb. Her hair streamed out behind her in the funnel of the
wind as it had when she was a young girl walking by the Nornalup River with
Van Raas, and she heard again his voice . . . "It's here and here and here." She
thought of his scorn if she had dared to produce such a painting before him, a
painting for a rich woman's vulgar whim with her house and car crudely
displayed as the badge of her bondage.
"She bought me," Miss Huggett cried savagely. "They bought me . . . mother
. . . all of them. They killed me. I have been dead for years, dead as Van
Raas."
And again she wept, and the wind tore her hat with the poppies and everlastings off her head and whirled it out into the sea. It floated there for a
moment like a garland on the water, and then slowly it waterlogged and sank
beneath the surf and black rock a long way down. And it was just that Httle
incident—the hat blowing off and sinking into the sea—that decided Miss
Huggett. She sprang into the air like a huge bird and then gravity took her
and she fell like a stone, with a gull's shriek, into the tide.
Afterwards there were many conflicting theories. Some said she slipped; it
was dangerous to walk there in rubber-soled shoes and watch the roll of the
sea. Some said she'd been going out of her mind ever since her mother died.
She always had been a bit weird.
And only Miss Huggett, floating out to sea face-downwards with her hair
spread wide on the waves, knew she had killed herself, because she had sold
her soul to the devil.
And Annie knew, as she skipped home down the mountainside, that she
would never be able to go to Miss Huggett for drawing again. She was sorry
because she had a kind and gentle heart, but she was also filled with such a
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glorious sense of discovery that there was no room at all for anything else; she
had discovered how to interpret the world.
It was solidifying around her; her father's face with the super dust in the
furrows of cloth and skin, the grey, dusted gallows of the phosphate works
behind him; her mother's rough, thick hands stirring the porridge over the stove
in the black mornings before the light; the old woman with the luminous hair
she passed on her way down, her white chooks round her ankles, shaking a
tablecloth full of crumbs, at the sun; the white lambs dancing in the green
clover paddock. And coming round the rim of the mountain, seeing the toy
town below her, the great ships riding the harbour, waiting to sail over the
edge of the world; the old sea-captain and Mrs. Huggett sleeping under Dog
Rock, dreaming of cardigans and tea and king-tides; the ghost of herself, skinny
and staggering up the railway embankment, burning in nasturtiums, lugging
the big baby, her crayons in her pocket; looking down and seeing the gold
pollen like grace on the baby's cheek.
All of it, bursting and brimming out of her fingers, as she rushed down the
mountain in her grubby sandshoes, and not even the agony of Miss Huggett
could deny her.
Miss Huggett was transfigured now; but, "I will never be like poor Miss
Huggett," said Annie to the mountainside. And, "Amen," said the dead body
of Miss Huggett, floating out on the tide.
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APPEASEMENT?
Scratched across the withered skin of age
the long ruts reel to the desert to die.
So many wheels went by with their load of dead
that I could not count them, no not I,
who have watched for a sign, for an opened eye
even in winking, for a sign to go by
that there was once fruit and life and joy.
Now I read derision on the grinning face
of the parched maid
grinning between the broken stumps of her age
loitering here in hope to see men die.
All of the smallest hours of life
of the smallest grains of worn-out shores
filter quickly from end to end
of her glass of birth and death and death.
On her painted backcloth bulge
disneyically
caricatures of mountains
with promises they never kept
and vengeance that they never took.
Now it is different of course.
We have official records.
All of the legends are clean and restored
and freshly painted in,
now we have lit the caves
and our boomerangs made out of plastic and sold
and tribal grounds are slowly dismantled
for ore.
WILLIAM
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QUAKER MEETING
The meeting floor is walked on—
worn and shining wood
is mapped with feet as softly as they can
so the old grain and whorls
are amber patterns, sober to hood
the spirit in, but good after all.
Each knot is a branch's root
in its own element.
When they come and shine over the wood
people are in a springing space
where to keep silent
gives gregorian voices in another place.
The knot's circuit is alive and grows
up the steep sunlight, opening then
to the simple arching of boughs.
As quiet as our bodies comes
the swaying over—like children
we duck our heads in white blossoms.

NORMAN

TALBOT
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J. S. Hosie

THE DEVIL WITH UNCLE

HARDLY RECOGNISED Uuclc whcu he Stepped off the train at our sleepy little
siding. He had been a big man and a hell-raiser as I remembered, the
black sheep of the family: but now he was shrivelled and a little stooped
with white hair and faded eyes.
"Things not so good, Reggie?" he asked, as I cut the utility's motor outside
the property's small homestead. Uncle had been silent during the half hour's
drive from the station but it seemed that he was as observant as ever.
The signs were there for the seeing eye, of course; patched fences, old
machinery, skinny sheep, paddocks of re-growth. The old-timer had the
story after half a dozen quiet questions—encroaching salt from the lake which
bordered the property and insufficient good water.
"The land could carry four times the sheep you're running," he finally said,
"ff you had the water. How's your neighbour fixed?"
"Water has never been a problem with Dobson. He could supply the whole
district if necessary."
"But he doesn't want to supply you?"
"Well . . . you see . . . there's Rita Mannering, out west a couple of mfles
. . . " I paused as I thought of her oval face with its spontaneous smfle framed
by the well-groomed raven black hair. She wouldn't wait forever.
"Both chasing the same filly?"
"Yes—and I've got the edge just now—^but what could I offer her?"
"Dobson could offer more? And plans to keep it that way?"
A very discerning man, my old Uncle, as you can see.
"I've knov^m things to be worse," he said reflectively. "I remember once
when it was really bad up North. The rabbits got so thin they didn't need
to dig burrows, they just percolated dov\m between the grains of sand. I lost
so much weight that I had to borrow a micrometer to measure my shadow.
It got that bad a man would sell his soul to the Devil."
Which was interesting but of no comfort to me.
"Ask Rita to lunch tomorrow," he finally said, "and HI see if we're fighting
for something worth-while."
I'll say this for Uncle—he could cook. You'd have thought the casserole
was from the choicest export lamb instead of the stringy old beast I'd killed
the night before. He straightened his stooped shoulders slightly when Rita
asked for a second helping.
"I'm glad that you're not like some of these modern city lasses with their

I
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faddy diets," he sparkled. "Always did appreciate a girl who could knock
back a decent meal . . . not that any of them could lay a patch on you, he
added gallantlv.
, , , , ,
r, i •
I could see that he approved of her lithe, long limbed body, gracetul m
a cool white blouse, broad black belt and flaring floral skirt.
"Your cooking is heavenly." She smiled. "I'll be a disappointment to Reg
after this."
"I daresay there'll be compensations," he cackled.
I could see we had him with us.
In the days that followed I was glad to have Uncle about the place although
he did nothing and ate prodigiously. I had written to him on impulse, as a
last hope, but it began to look as though he had no suggestion to offer.
I know now that it's foolish to under-estimate the old timers. Unambitious
they may seem and lazy and not easily moved to action but there's plenty of
tricks left in the old dogs yet.
"I need room to work," said Uncle a week after his arrival, ''and you'd only
be in the way. Go away for six weeks and leave things to me."
Rita and I still argue about what could have really happened but the fact
remained that on my first day back Dobson called and offered all the water
I could use. It was easy to see that he was a beaten man.
Uncle remained deaf to my questions.
"The way is clear," he said. "I'll stay for the wedding and until after your
honeymoon. Then I'm off."
And that was the way it rested untfl I brought Rita home as my wife. Then
we cornered him. After hours of cajoling by my radiant bride. Uncle gave in
and told us his story. But when we'd heard it, were we any the wiser? Could
any of it have been true?
"I'm afraid Dobson got me riled," said Uncle a little apologetically. "Otherwise I wouldn't have insisted on the boot licking bit."
He had been to see our neighbour, he told us, to put the case squarely, to
ask him to be reasonable—and the man called him a useless old fool and
threatened to turn loose the dogs. Uncle could see it was no good and as
he walked back past the old red gum stump in the bottom paddock, he cursed
a terrible oath.
"May my soul be eternally denied the smallest drop of Hell's Brew if I don't
make you lick my boots, young Dobson." He looked down at his Sunday best:
"and the old ones at that."
All the old timers, according to Uncle, know that nothing troubles the Devil
more than this threat. Very proud of his brew is the Devil and anxious to
inflict it in large quantities on all comers.
Sure enough, as Uncle expected, the Devil tapped him on the shoulder.
"Hah!" said Uncle.
"Hah!" said the Devil. "It's you again. It's only ten years since you used
that threat. Well, what's the trouble this time?"
So Uncle explained what he wanted.
"What's in it for me?" asked the Devil, "I already have a ten thousand year
mortgage on your soul, two toes that you chopped off for the compo. in nineteen twenty-nine, a shrivelled up appendix, and three rotten teeth. And dearly
they cost me."
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"I can tell you how to make the Brew even more devilish," whispered Uncle.
The Devil looked shocked. "Impossible."
"Listen," said Uncle, and the Devil leaned closer.
When the old timer had finished speaking the Devil was doubled up on the
ground in Hellish delight.
"Wonderful," he cackled.
"Even so," he became cautious. "I can't grant you the power to turn young
Dobson into a frog. Somebody might suspect."
"Well then," said Uncle, "grant me the power to drink."
The Devil looked mildly surprised. "You're joking?"
Uncle cast him a reproachful look. "Water, I mean. Give me the power
to drink five thousand gallons an hour."
"Done," said the Devil, "and by the way don't forget you're due down there
in five weeks time. I'm keeping a spot warm for you."
And he disappeared.
The old timer used my £200 emergency fund to get the deep bore put down.
And he lost nearly two weeks. The boring contractor left scratching his head.
It was the first bore he'd ever sunk without fitting some kind of pump.
It took Uncle three more weeks, working eight hours a day, to drink enough
water to lower the water table to the point where none of Dobson's windmills
would pump. The hardest part was the first long suck to get the water flowing.
Then the old timer went visiting. Dobson looked slightly worried.
"Rather a thirsty walk over," said Uncle. "I could do with a drink."
"I'll not open a bottle for you," answered the younger man. "You can drink
water from the stock trough."
Almost relented did Dobson when he thought of his useless mills. But of
course that must be only a temporary breakdown. They'd be working again
by nightfall after the plumber had finished work.
"I'm rather thirsty," Uncle warned.
"Drink as much as you like," said Dobson, "along with the sheep and the
pigs where you belong."
"Quite a nasty bit of work as you can see," my relative commented.
So Uncle fetched a four gallon drum, settled down to his task and drank the
first trough dry.
The longest part of it was walking from trough to trough.
"You must be in league with the Devil," whispered young Dobson, finally
realizing that he was out on a limb.
"We have a nodding acquaintance," said Uncle nonchalantly.
"Well, what's the price old man?"
"There's plenty of water in the troughs at my place. And if I stop drinking
there'll be plenty here by tomorrow."
"What do you want?"
"As a matter of fact I swore that you'd lick my boots."
With a groan young Dobson dropped onto his hands and knees.
"Not these. You'd better come over to my nephew's place while I change
them for the old ones that I use to feed the pigs. Oh, and there's the cost of
a new bore. And the price of courtesy in the future, some of you young fellows
have been getting too cocky lately. And of course unlimited water for Reggie."
It was evening when the Devil came for Uncle.
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"Your five weeks are up. And is your spot hot down there!"
"It will need to be," said Uncle. "Are you sure that you want me there?"
"You're bargaining days are over old man."
"Oh, well, I'll bet you've never had a wetter soul."
"What's that?"
"Well, three weeks of eight hours a day at five thousand gallons an hour is
a lot of water. Oh, yes, plus what I drank at young Dobson's. Are you sure
the Fires of Hell can take it?"
The Devil gnashed his teeth, by the old red-gum stump where Uncle had
been waiting.
"Of course," said Uncle. "If you want to grant me another twenty years,
rU spit it all out again."
"Ten," said the Devil.
"Done," said Uncle, and he reckoned that was the mightiest spit ever.
Uncle left a week after our return and that was all he ever said about the
matter. The old-timers could certainly tell a story. Still, somehow or other
he had won over Dobson.
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LIGHTHOUSE
See
How the lighthouse
Sneezes its thin soul out.
Snapping up leagues of dolphin tale
As, in its slow nocturnal love.
Its flashes of belief are drowned
Quickly in the sea's sour grounds.
At times.
When the waves have sunk themselves
And the awkward moon is full of musing,
Seabirds rally half the night.
Attempting to strut the whirling beam.
By day.
The jewel-eyed hawk.
Mistaking the high lead dome
For a falcon hood.
Flies far adrift
While weary with the night's frank toil.
The column shrinks towards its soil.

GRIFFITH
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Kurt Titze

THE FOREIGNER
The beginning, the middle and the end of an unfinished

novel.

THE BEGINNING
HE PEOS AND CONS of mass-immlgratlou were still hotly debated in the
various Australian Houses of ParUament when Rudolf Berger stepped
ashore in the sleepy town of Fremantle.
Rudolf was happily unaware of this controversy. Although he had lived for
the greater part of his life in an infested area he did not think of himself
as a carrier of the detested bacillus called Nazism nor of the other equally
feared one named Marxism.
He could have resented the suggestion that he was lost to the cause of
democracy because in his youth he had been subjected to another doctrine.
If someone would have engaged him in a political conversation, Rudolf
would have put forward a credo which may have sounded strange to a bom
citizen of this continent.
"You fear," Rudolf would have said in his correct but heavily accented
English, "that migrants from certain countries may import into your community
the totalitarian doctrines of Nazism, or Communism. But are these two ideologies not just two symptoms of a disease which can be found in almost every
country of today? A disease which may be likened to cancer, when in an
organism some cells tend to enlarge beyond their proper size.
"This urge of wanting to grow bigger and bigger, be it a party, a business, a
nation, seems to me to be the cause of much evil. As if anything could be
achieved by merely growing bigger.
"If something hasn't grovra larger for a year according to statistics it is pronounced stagnating or even dying. With you, I understand, it's now 'Populate
or Perish'.
"I know it is impertinent of me to criticize where I ought to be grateful.
And grateful I am. Yet I would be still more so if I could tell myself: Here
I am, in a country which is happily innocent of today's mad-race after greatness. I have reached the shores of the island of my dreams. It would then
not be necessary for any of us to follow one of the two inevitable paths left
for a man in this cancer-ridden world. Either to live from day to day leaving
all the thinking to the party or the government or to become a worshipper of
property in the illusive belief that material possessions guarantee security in
an otherwise insecure world."
This, then, was the obtruding trait of Rudolf Berger's character: a pagan
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idealism which was really quite out of place in a continent which was proud
of being down to earth. This dreamy and at the same time critical and even
aggressive streak of his character was due mainly to the background of his
childhood.
He came from Silesia, that part of Middle Europe which has been knovra
for its religious mystics and romantic poets—men like Jakob Boehme and Joseph
Eichendorf. As a boy he liked to roam the forests in the neighbourhood of
his vfllage. He would lie on his back in the fields after the farmers had brought
in the harvest watching the skylarks and listening to their jubilant songs.
Like most boys of the village, Rudolf was involved in politics by the time
he had reached the age of ten. It was early in the 1930's. There was an
election every few months. On these occasions he would go with the other boys
to the local Gasthaus which served as a polling station. They would listen to
the heated arguments which were bound to flare up between supporters of
opposing parties. Among themselves they would have their own little arguments; each boy fighting for the party of his father.
It was not true, as was to be said after the event by observers from beyond
the frontiers, that the demagogue of Munich rose to power because the majority
of the people were politically apathetic. At least this could not be said of
Rudolf's village. Nor was it true that it was the less educated and unemployed
masses of the labouring class who gave their support to him. It was mostly
the good citizens, the patriots who could not quite digest the fact that their
country had lost a war and that a severe peace-treaty had been dictated to them.
They were eager to see their nation rise again to a world-power of importance.
The cancerous disease was at work in them and affected their better judgement.
Much had since happened, and as he walked through the streets and parks
of Fremantle, Rudolf's thoughts wandered back to his childhood days. He
didn't feel lost, not even very strange. He had always longed for a land of
few people. He would not have to bury the past, he felt, there will be room in
this vast country for all his dreams—past and present.
THE MIDDLE
THERE COMES A time in the life of the migrant—usually only after a number of
years—when a strange unsettled feeling takes possession of him.
Gradually during the years the emotional bonds to his native land have
weakened, but there is as yet no compensating bond of love to his new
country.
This is the time when migrant marriages become strained and tend to break
up. When single migrants begin to drift from job to job, take more frequently
to the bottle or go bush. Quite a number give up altogether—pack their
belongings and return where they have come from.
When Rudolf Berger entered this stage he had the good fortune to meet
Patricia.
When two people meet for the first time and instinctively feel that this is
not just a being-nice-to-everybody affair, they ought to mark the day by bringing a burnt-offering to the God of Friendship or go and plant a tree. We don't
do this, we take things casually.
They met at a tennis club social.
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"What would you like, beer or sherry?"
"Beer, please."
"Here you are."
There he stood in the process of losmg one country and not yet belonging to
another.
He sipped from his glass and then wondered into the face opposite him:
Do girls in this country ever weep in their beds?
"Tell me of your country" The face said.
"It's a dark country."
"The Black Forest?"
"It's a forgotten country. All the names have been changed."
Names?—he thought and tried to remember the name of the face.
"I'm Patricia."
"My name is Rudolf."
"We must meet again," and a smile which he took with him to his single
room in a St. Kilda boarding house.
There were no smiles on the faces which some months later assembled
around the family table of a fashionable home in one of Melbourne's better
suburbs. The name of Rudolf was mentioned.
"Of course we have to be nice to them, but you don't really want to marry
one of them?"
"I don't know yet, mother."
Perhaps girls in this country do weep in their beds; perhaps they don't.
Rudolf never quite knew.
After a long summer—bleak days. Unsmiling faces in trams and buses. On
the window of a St. Kilda boarding house a sign: ROOM VACANT.
THE END
the pilot boarded the ship which had lain at anchor at
the entrance to the islands waiting for the tide.
It was night. The Southern Cross hung brilliantly on a moonless sky. The
sea, after they had encountered some rough days on their voyage from the
port of Dumai on Sumatra, was calm and black.
It was Rudolf's watch. He stood at the ladder he had fastened to the starboard rail. "Good evening, sir," he said as the pilot climbed over the iron rail.
Then he hauled up the pflot's bag and suitcase and carried them to the cabin
on the upper bridge-deck.
The boat hurries back to the island. The heavy anchor is heaved The
grey giant with 20,000 tons of crude oil in its bowels continues its southern
course.
AT THURSDAY-ISLAND

r.r?^i''\'^''^'^f'
^ ' ' "^^^""^ ° " *^^ ^ ° ^ °f t^e ship. He thinks of Patricia.
Will she be glad to see him back after his having been away for so long?
It was two years now since he had said good-bye to her on Melbourne's
Station Pier. They had parted with an affectionate embrace, but this didn't
really mean very much. There were no vows. Not even the commonplaceLets see how we think about it when we meet again." There was, in spite
of all their hkmg for each other, that gulf between them. The gulf of different
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class, different heritage, different religious and political beliefs. It was no
good pretending that it would ever be otherwise.
Almost silently the powerful vessel noses its way through the silvery rippled
surface of the Coral Sea. On the eastern horizon the sky slowly turns crimson,
green and orange. Looking towards the west, Rudolf beholds the dark coastline
of the Australian continent as it emerges from the shadows of the night into
a new day.
This was the first time Rudolf had joined the crew of a ship. He had always
had a great love for the sea. Not that he intended to be a seaman for long.
Having roamed through Europe and the Middle East for over a year he found
himself one day with no money left to return to his adopted country. So he
took a job on the first ship which would take him, hoping that some day in
the near future it would reach an Australian port.
He used to have quite a romantic mental picture about life at sea. As a
boy he had never grown tired of reading about proud ships, great captains and
brave soldiers.
But Iffe at sea also has changed. One of the first things Rudolf noticed
was that the master of a ship is not there for the crew, as he had always
imagined, he is there for the company, or as they say in their professional
jargon "The Owner". And this "The Owner" is a depersonffied monster in a
big office in London, Amsterdam or Oslo who demands reports and more
reports and stfll more reports.
Gone is the time when a captain could burst into the office of his employers
shouting: "Look here, gentlemen, I have been at sea these many years. Either
I sail the ship my way or I won't sail her at all!" Today he has to come in
cap in hand ready to say: "Yes, sir. Right, sir." Even their outer appearance
seems to undergo a change. Slowly disappearing is the rugged, independent
type and in comes the sleek yes-man. Also here the organization-man is taking
over.
And the crew? They don't care. To them the master of the ship almost
doesn't exist—they hardly ever see or meet him. They don't love the ship.
They don't even love the sea any more. They sail for money. Everything at
sea hinges around money. The owners hire out their ships for money; the
captains write reports for money; the men sell their labour for money.
Because this reflected the general state of affairs in modem society it had a
somewhate depressing effect on Rudolf. At mealtimes he would see his mates
hanging over their bowls of food. They would never eat their plates clean.
At the finish they would deposit their cigarette butts in the middle of a messy
pool of tomato sauce and stick a couple of dead matches beside it into a halfeaten sausage.
High on the bridge is the master in his saloon, worrying about reports most
of the time. He is the upper class. Down below are the men. The lower
class. As coarse and ill-mannered and lazy as one would expect them to be.
In between are the officers, constituting the middle class. A little complacent
about their status, a little jealous of their privileges, in their manners more
lower than upper class. A three-caste system in the very sense of the word.
Above all they love money; least of all they love each other.
It was evening again. They were now in the treacherous waters of the
Great Barrier Reef. Rudolf stood at the wheel. The captain and the pilot
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entered the bridge. They took no notice of the man at the wheel. Towards
the west the mountainous coastline of Queensland was still visible. Here and
there a stretch of light sand. Off shore a few tiny islands. Where the sun had
merged with the hot land and the sky was of a lucid green hue.
"Inseln sind Trdume in griinem Licht . . ." Rudolf thought in his mother's
language, and went on composing a short poem in his mind.
"I hear the Turks and Greeks are at each other's throats again," the pilot
said to the captain, who was a Norwegian. But what he meant to say—it
seemed to Rudolf—was: Why can't other nations be as peace-loving and lawabiding as we Australians are? Forgetting that no other nation has a whole
continent to itself.
Then their talk drifted to ships and owners and characters: how nerveconsuming it nowadays was to be in charge of a ship, everything now had to
turn at top speed all the time.
Rudolf grew tired listening to their conversation. He began to think of
Patricia. Only four more days and he would be paid off at Botany Bay. Patricia
had wTitten to him that around that time she would return from a holiday at
Katoomba and if it fitted into his plans he could drive back to Melbourne with
her.
Silently to himself, Rudolf liked to pronounce the names of the places they
passed on their way south: Cooktown, Cairns, Townsville, Mackay, Brisbane,
Newcastle. Their names seemed to have a ring in them which made him feel
as if he was returning home.
With the tide at five in the morning they sail into Botany Bay and drop
anchor.
By early afternoon all the formalities are completed and Rudolf is free to
leave the ship. At La Perouse he takes a bus to Circular Quay. Still the same
rows of uniform houses. Still the same tired faces behind newspapers, reading
the same sensational headlines.
Patricia had arrived the previous day and taken a room in a city hotel. At
the guesthouse in the Blue Mountains she had avoided encouraging any of the
young men to look on her as nice company. Lately she had become rather
critical of the world around her. She no longer believed that things ought to
be as they are.
She had been keeping company with a few men since Rudolf had gone overseas; men she had met at the office or at parties. Invariably they all kept
talking to her about their little schemes of how they would—or at least could—
get a better paid job, a house near the beach, a bigger car, how they might get
into some business of their own and make big money. She soon grew tired
of it and found excuses for not seeing them any more.
Rudolf discovered her in the coffee-bar next to the hotel. She smiled, and
if she'd ever made the resolution not to let go her grip on any situation that
could arise on this day, she now surrendered her usual overcautious reservations
and even felt a strange satisfaction of submergmg herself in another human
being.
The hours passed quickly and when dusk fell, Rudolf said: "Have you ever
been to the place where Captain Cook took possession of the land?"
"No, I haven't," she answered.
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"Come, then, and let me show you your country and tell you something of
its history."
Long queues of cars in the opposite direction. Flickering lights seem to draw
them into the heart of this human bee-hive.
Near Cape Solander they left the car and walked slowly along the seashore.
When they reached Cook's Landing Place, Patricia, sensing that Rudolf was
in the mood for inventing one of his little fables she liked listening to, remarked:
"You wanted to tell me something about the history of this spot."
Rudolf pondered a while and then began: "There was among the first landing party a young officer whose name I have forgotten. He was a poet, so his
name may have been Rimbaud or Shelley. When they had put up camp and
Captain Cook, very pleased with himself, wrote important words into an important journal, and the others sat around a log-fire speculating as to how they
might get hold of some of the black women who had vanished into the bush,
the young officer surveyed the land in his own fashion. Knowing that Europe
wouldn't rest until it had subdued the whole of this new continent, and realizing
that it would be more or less just a replica of the white man's old world
rather than an experiment of a new society, he decided that something should
be done to remind future generations that there was a poet among the first
twelve white men. So by the magic power of his words he cast a spell over
the rocks and bushes about him that henceforth, whenever two lovers come to
this spot, the spirit of all the lonely poets who ever have been and ever shall
be, would join them to each other and to this continent . . ."
"Have you ever told this story before?" Patricia asked after a short pause of
silence.
"No. I never knew it before," he said, "and I may forget it again before the
night is out."
"Oh, no, you mustn't!" she said putting a little more emphasis than usual
into her voice. Then she felt her blood coming to her face as she realized
that it was almost like saying yes to a proposal of marriage.
Rudolf didn't notice it, or pretended not to have noticed it. It was a still
summer night. Rudolf lay down on the grass, stretched his limbs and said,
looking up to her: "I feel as if I've come home."
"I'm glad," Patricia said, lying down beside him.
There was now no longer anything between them which could have been
called foreign.
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THE FLOWERING WEST
The scene becomes red sand. It is thickly sown
with flowering succulents, flowering legumes.
Emus, their plumage shaking, plunge and pace
away. I gather bouquets of burgeoning, belled
flowers and snuff their strange, exotic scents.
Is it the flowering landscape sending its scents
flowing into the car, or the flush of gathered flowers
drooping beside me that drug and drowse my sense?
Now tent-shaped, termite formations tower away
over the plains in profusion and perfumes of flowers.
Lace-like, white and mauve ground-creepers lie
flowering at my feet. The fresh land breathes
out its scents. And scarcely I gather speed
again when a glittering, green and golden stream
of budgerigars explodes in a brilliant burst
all round my windscreen, the rush of the racing car.
A windmill winds beside a stone-walled well
set in a troop of white-limbed trees with tresses
of wind-swung leaves. Swarms of flickering swallows
dab at their dwellings adhered to the seeping walls.
A scissors-grinder scolds and scalds as I come
to this cool watering-place of wax-bills and wrens,
screeching parrots, flickering swallows and swifts,
of limpid shade and white-limbed, long-tressed trees.
I pause among purple mountain peaks and find
furry, fire-red, orange-red, finger-frilled paws
of flowers in bared and blackened scrub. I find
purple petalled ground-orchids pushing out
of fire-bared, stony ground. Ah, what a flower.
Nameless to me, I know and name you, orchidwoman. Your tentacles trail like pale green sleeves.
Your throat ensnares my kiss at your sensual gorge.
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Last night I fell asleep to the she-oaks' sound.
I woke to a wonder, a white snowfall of flowers
covering my camp, covering the earth. My comfort
tonight is my tent beside a turquoise sea.
Pale-pure, rounded and feminine is the form
of a sandridge resting, recumbent, under the stars,
under the parrot-blue night with the breathing sea
thundering, breathing, thundering through the night.
O what a careless country. You camp wherever
the fancy finds you, with always plenty of firewood.
Curlew and mopoke you call your night-companions.
She-oaks shelter you. She-oaks shed their hair
for your bed by a blazing fire. The stars
glisten in a grove of goddesses gathered around
you. The full moon comes. You get up and drink
a cold, clear wine, the water brought from the well.

ROLAND
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COOEE

HE DISCIPLES OF Dr. Coue used to look into
their mirrors and doggedly repeat tlie
formula: "Tous les jours, a tous points de
vue, je vais de mieux en mieux." I am occasionally prompted to wonder whether the disciples of
Australian Literature also practise a regime—call
it the Cooee Method—of reverently chanting:
"Every day in every way the object of my devotion becomes more and more monumentally
impressive."
The latest prompter is a new general anthology"
of Australian poetry in two volumes, the most
ample and expensive of its kind so far produced.
Amplitude is the "novel feature" that. Professor Moore insists, makes Poetry in Australia
"differ sharply from previous anthologies". Since
"the general aim . . . is to present a comprehensive picture of Australian poetry from its beginnings to the present day", the expansion into two
volumes "provides a wider sweep of representation and, more particularly, a fuller treatment of
the more important poets."
Two other "novel features" strongly stressed by
Professor Moore concern only his own volume.
Firstly, he has divided his selection into five
parts that have, he claims, both a formal and a
a broad historical validity, and that are designed
to bring the picture into clearer focus. These
divisions are: Folk Songs and Ballads; The Colonial Age (1788-1882); Bush Ballads and Popular
Verse; Poets of the Nineties; The Early Twentieth
Century (1914-1929). Secondly, adopting what
he describes as the wider concept traditional to
English Literature, he has given due and belated
recognition to folk ballads, narrative verse, satire,

T

"Poetry in Australia. Vol. I, chosen by T. Inglis
Moore, pp. xHii -(- 313, price 35s. Vol. II,
chosen by Douglas Stewart, pp. xxxv + 246,
price 30s. Angus & Robertson, 1964.
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and humour. In taking this revolutionary step
Professor Moore has thrown overboard the conventional restriction imposed by the Victorian
romantic concept of poetry, for it is his firm
opinion (based on years of studying and teaching Australian literature at university level) that
nineteenth-century Australian poetry was as realistic as romantic.
The phraseology of the last paragraph was borrowed from Professor Moore's tv/enty-page Introduction in which, after these preliminary
explanations, he goes on to sketch boldly the
development of Australian verse to 1930, branding as false some previous "fanciful views", expounding without diffidence his own scholarly and
balanced judgments. It might be disparagingly
objected that the diction, the authoritative tone of
voice, the solemn claims to revolutionary steps
and correct insights, and the systematic arrangement are typically academic and professorial.
Well, so they are; but the result deserves far
more praise than blame. Discounting (as one
easily can) the touches of professorial pomposity,
I count it a solid virtue in this anthologist that he
should lay down reasonable principles of selection
and organization, and that he should state his
views decisively and distinctly. This first volume
does achieve, it seems to me, its declared aim of
presenting a comprehensive and clearly focused
picture. It will surely be, as it was obviously
meant to be, a useful textbook for university
courses in Australian Literature.
Professor Moore cautiously avoids making
exaggerated claims for the poetic worth of his
material.
With equal caution he also avoids
being too realistic about it. The folk songs and
ballads (which he was certainly right to include)
lack, he admits, "the felicity, dramatic passion
and imagination of their English and Scottish pro45

totypes". That is putting it mildly. In fact the
words of most of these Australian folk songs are
such crude doggerel that I'm surprised the professor did not take one more revolutionary step
while he was about it and give the tunes as well.
Any folk song without its tune is (to use an old
folk metaphor) a lock without a key—incomplete.
But some are more incomplete than others.
Bereft of their tunes, these words look as miserably naked as plucked hens, and are less palatable.
But even if we leave the folk songs out of consideration, Australian poetry to 1929 offers an
unexhilarating prospect to the reader with any
but the most unexacting critical standards.
I
am speaking of the reader interested in poems
for their own sweet sakes, as against the sakes
of cultural history or patriotic fervour.
With
a few blessed exceptions the poets in tliis volume,
even at their best, do not rise above the barely
mediocre. No doubt there is a case for making
Australians acquainted with their literary heritage.
Still, it should never be forgotten that the pious
study of mediocrity and worse has its dangers.
The second volume, Modern Australian Verse,
was entrusted to a poet who is as much a litterateur as Professor Moore is a professor. It is
notoriously difficult to allow for the over-estimation that lack of temporal perspective often leads
us to make of contemporary work, but the poetry
available to Mr. Stewart does seem better—more
poetic, more accomplished, liveHer, less schoolboyish and adolescent—than much of Professor
Moore's material. For this reason Mr. Stewart's
task must have been pleasanter and, one would
have though, more stimulating. At the same time
it was obviously more difBcult—^partly because of
the problems posed by lack of critical perspective,
partly because most of the contributors are alive,
resident in Australia and (I imagine) known to
Mr. Stewart. On what principle should these
poems be selected? How to find a clear track
through all the poetry that has been published
in the last thirty years?
As Mr. Stewart, in vacant or in pensive mood,
was revolving this question, Providence (he tells
us) laid its finger on him. Seemingly by chance
he picked up an anthology of English poetry and
read Wordsworth's The Solitary Reaper.
The
answer struck him hke a thunderbolt. Poetry,
he suddenly remembered, can be enjoyable'
There, then, was his principle: to use an appropriate Wordsworthian phrase, "the grand elementary principle of pleasure". Mr. Stewart prefers
the less pretentious word "enjoyment", the "true
46

and original meaning" of which, he informs us,
is "giving joy"—a definition which should certainly be reckoned a "novel feature".
Whose enjoyment?
Mr. Stewart's, naturally,
as the responsible selector. And what does Mr.
Stewart enjoy? The Solitary Reaper, for a start.
"It is a poem about the frailness of the Highland
girl against the harshness of the Scottish landscape and the harshness of her peasant life; ultimately it is about the loneliness and the pathos
and the courage of the human spirit. Against the
darkness she sings . . ." V\^o but a splendidly
enthusiastic enjoyer could have found all that in
The Solitary Reaper?
Mr. Stewart's enjoyment
is indeed enthusiastically catholic. He enjoys not
only "the more exalted virtues—melody and feeling" but also "things that are ahve, odd, humorous, out of the way . . . the touch of fantasy,
light and graceful or macabre . . . depth of
thought and feehng . . . queerness . . . high
spirits . . . the alert contemporary note . . . surprising phrases or turns of thought . . . strange
and haunting images . . . tough Australian
humour . . . imagination . . . wit . . . living portrayal of character . . ." and so on
Mr Stewart evidently has a generously wide
range of response to poetry, and this is an excellent and desirable quality in an anthologist. Its
virtue is an avoidance of the narrowmindedly
intolerant or partisan. But it runs the risk of
avoiding as well impleasant but necessary discriminations. When Mr. Stewart, wondering if
he should have tried another principle, that of
choosing the "best", decides that the poems he
enjoys are the "most truly important", one may
be excused for feeling rather dubious about this
glib solution.
In view of all this, it is not surprising that
Mr. Stewart's choice indubitably gives that broad
sweep of representation that his colleague emphasized as a novel feature. There are 177 poems
here, contributed by 88 poets. Forty-five poets
are represented by one poem each; 27 poets by
two poems each; 16 poets by three or more poems
each. Even the genus irritabile vatum would
hardly dare to call this selection invidious. As
Mr. Stewart trod the primrose path of enjoyment
he httle guessed that it was leading him to the
grand elementary principle of the Australian
Way of Life, the hallowed democratic principle
of giving everybody a go. Or did he not really
know very well what he was doing? In any
event, as I inspect incredulously some of the
verses that gained admittance on the strength of
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Mr. Stewart's enjoyment, I puzzle confoundedly
over his robust assertion that the only thing he
does not admire is dullness. This too-inclusive
collection makes me feel about Mr. Stewart as
Emma Woodhouse felt about Mr. Weston: "She
liked his open manners, but a little less of openheartedness would have made him a higher
character."
But how fares that other trumpeted advantage
of amplitude, "a fuller treatment of the more
important poets"? I present with modest pride
the results of a small but sufficiently tedious piece
of research. Less confident than Mr. Stewart in
an individual capacity for innocent enjoyment, I
consulted various critical works and established
that six poets might be safely dubbed "more
important". I then added up the number of hues
allotted to each by Mr. Stewart and, for comparison, By Mr. H. M. Green in his Modern Australian Poetry (Second Edition, 1952).
McAuley ..
Wright ....
Hope ....
Slessor ....
Stewart ....
Fitzgerald

GREEN
169
151
308
235
156
604

STEWART
92
301
334
360
201
240

1623

1528

Mr. Green, it should be remembered, went further back than 1930 and included, e.g., Brennan
(to whom, by the way, he gave 266 hues as
against Professor Moore's 306). It will be seen
that the only poet with a substantial increase is
Slessor. Judith Wright gets from Mr. Stewart
50 lines more; Stewart gets 45 lines more; Hope
gets a mere 26 hues more. McAuley, on the other
hand, has diminished by 77 hues, and Fitzgerald
by 364. But though these individual losses and
gains tempt to mild speculation, I shall content
myself with the general conclusion that the boast
of "a fuUer treatment of the more important
poets" is a somewhat hollow one.
The trouble, then, with Mr. Stewart's volume
is that it is too goodnatured, indiscriminate and
miscellaneous. It will, I expect, afford enjoyment to the casual reader, but it does not give a
clearly focused picture of modern Australian
verse. Mr. Stewart's belletristic approach is much
less rewarding, despite its matey charm, than
Professor Moore's critical and scholarly method.
Reviewers conventionally waive the privilege of
telling an anthologist how he should have antholoWESTERLY. A U G U S T
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gized, but I shall now take a rash revolutionary
step myself. In my opinion Mr. Stewart should
have reduced his legion of 88 to a picked platoon
(fit though few) of 10 or 12, and should then
have accorded them a fulness of representation
that revealed something of the depth and range
and individuality of Australia's best modem
poetry. What good is a wide sweep if it assembles only a congeries of crumbs?
No ORT IS Captain Quiros," Professor McAuley's
lengthiest and most ambitious poem. Described
by the blurb as being "conceived as a condensed
epic", it is in fact slightly longer than Paradise
Regained, almost exactly as long as Balder Dead
and Sohrab and Rustum put together, and five
times as long as The Waste Land. However, it
falls short by some four hundred hues (I'm glad
to say) of Robert Bridges's Eros and Psyche,
which I mention because it is written in the same
unusual variation of rhyme royal—a b a b c c b .
One of McAuley's earhest poems. Terra Australis, begins:
Voyage within you, on the fabled ocean.
And you will find that Southern Continent,
Quiros' vision—his hidalgo heart
And mythical Australia . . .
Luis de Belmonte, the alleged narrator of Captain
Quiros and the hero's secretary, echoes these
lines when he addresses his "Httle stanza":
Terra Australis you must celebrate,
Land of the inmost heart, searching for which
Men roam the earth, and on the way create
Their kingdoms in the Indies and grow rich.
With noble arts and cities; only to learn
They bear the old selves with them that
could turn
The streams of Eden to a standing ditch.
Clearly Belmonte is close to McAuley, and both
are fascinated by the image of Quiros, the Portuguese sailor who, inspired by the missionary zeal
of the Counter-Reformation, determined to discover Terra Australis and make of it Austrialia del
Espiritu Santo—a brave new world saved from
the heretic and dedicated to the true faith.
Modern Australian poets, with their odd itch for
the epic, naturally turn to the heroes of discovery
and exploration for their protagonists. Quiros has
the double significance for McAuley of being both
a near-discoverer of Austraha and a Catholic
visionary seeking to establish in the Southern
Continent his cherished dream of a Civitas Dei.
Captain Quiros, Angus & Robertson, 1964. Price
18s. 6d.
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The narrative is divided into three unequal
parts. The first section, a little over two-fifths
of the whole, describes the ill-fated voyage of
Mendana to Santa Cruz and the abortive attempt
at colonization. Quiros was Mendana's Chief
Pilot on this voyage. The second section, twofifths of the whole, deals with Quiros's own
voyage, ten years later, and the ephemeral
founding of the New Jerusalem on an island of
the New Hebrides, which he took to be the Great
South Land. The remaining third and by far the
shortest section, after summarily recounting the
vain attempts of Quiros to make another expedition, devotes itself to the dying Captain's vision,
remarkably detailed and accurate in its historical
facts, of the future discovery and settlement of
Austraha. The vision terminates in somewhat
apocalyptic images and the fervent prayer:
May there be never wanting the singer's
mouth
To give words to that canticle of praise
Which from all being pours forth to the
Spirit.
And from our broken toil may you inherit
A vision to transform your latter days.
A transforming vision: this is what McAuley
has aimed to achieve and to convey. He would
be no mere revivifier of picturesque annals of
exploration. And if McAuley fails to achieve
this ambitious aim, as I think he does, the flawed
poem is more interesting than many a success on
a minor scale.
Captain Quiros fails as a narrative, and the
symptoms of failure are discernible in what it
would be fashionable to call the narrative strategy.
Nearly half the poem, for instance, is concerned
with Mendana's voyage and its disastrous outcome. The intended significance for Quiros is
summed up by Belmonte in these words:
This nether cycle of events has been
A tale of brutal deeds with httle glory.
Henceforth I write what I myself have seen.
And venture on new levels of my story.
This hard apprenticeship closed Quiros'
youth,
Refining what was wavering or uncouth
To a clear purpose, tempered and serene.
Now, for this reader at least, the brutal deeds
completely overshadow any sense of Quiros's
refining apprenticeship, which is badly asserted
rather than convincingly displayed or conveyed.
And if these lengthy preliminaries miss their mark,
the account of Mendana's voyage is justly felt as
48

disproportionate. The poem
back at this point.

almost breaks its

The chief fault hes, perhaps, in the choice of
Behnonte as narrator. As the quoted Hnes indicate, he has not been speaking of what he himself has seen; it is all hearsay, lacking the authenticity of the first-hand. Further, much of what
he tells he could not have learned from any
human source: the description of Chief Malope
before the landing of the Spaniards is one glaring example. If we already suspect that Belmonte is only the thinnest of disguises for
McAuley, a cursory examination of that description amply confirms the suspicion—no seventeenth-century poet could possibly have written
in those terms. If Belmonte had been an eyewitness, if McAuley had kept within the limits
of his narrator's mind and vision, if Belmonte had
convinced us that he had a sharply defined
existence as a dramatic character in his own right
—all this would surely have been an improvement; especially if McAuley could in addition
have made Belmonte less monolithically solemn
and sententious As a commentator Belmonte all
too easily and marginally glosses meanings that are
not adequately embodied and dramatized in the
narrative. One sees that McAuley likes pretending he is an old-style European bard, but Belmonte as he is proves a dead loss.
Even then, McAuley rather seems to be deficient in the dramatic and narrative power of
making character and action compellingly vivid.
The historical events don't exactly help, it's true,
since they aU end in frustration and anti-climax.
But the real trouble is that heroic Quiros himself
is always too "thin" and remote to enforce that
inner significance that is the deepest level of
the poem. He remains a stick.
The conventional pieties of Belmonte must also
be felt as inadequate to the experiences he
records.
The strong ironies that the events
inevitably engender (one can't resist the conclusion that Australia was better off with convicts instead of Spaniards for founding fathers)
seem largely unintended. Original sin may be
O.K. as a theological concept, but in this case it
tends to put the kybosh on a complex response
to problematic experience. One wonders if a
Don Quixote/Sancho Panza interplay between
ideaUstic hidalgo and earthbound narrator might
not have exploited the situation better. It would
at least have prevented Belmonte from merging
so blandly into McAuley. But no doubt plain
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unpretentious omniscience would have done the
trick more effectively.
Even the climactic vision strikes me as awkwardly inept. Willing suspension of disbehef is
cut down by Quiros's miraculously accurate preview of Bougainville, Cook and convicts. I am
reminded of those fictional histories where hindsight is too nakedly revealed: '"Married again,
to my uncle! I can do little about it now,
mother, but one day your shameful conduct shall
be blazoned forth to the whole world and posterity," young Will said passionately to his mother.'
It remains to be said that the poem has many
local beauties. Descriptions of natural scenes are
usually excellent, and the following may serve as
a random sample:
Deep skies, where clouds as huge as Asia sail
With towering grandeur, indolent and slow.
Along the meeting of the currents, pale
Moon-jelhes gather in a sinuous row.

CARPET
VWELDED VINYL
TILES

Stretching for miles; frigate-bird and tern
Wheehng above the waters can discern
Those pale forms shimmering through the
green below.
At other times the phrasing can be fehcitous and
vivid:
The Captain, lured discreetly out of Spain,
Could buzz on the flypaper of Peru
To no effect.
The versification displays McAuley's practised
skill. He handles his stanza with admirable flexibility and dexterity. Scarcely a rhyme seems
unduly forced. The texture of his verse is in
general so well controlled that the occasional overemphasis—
StiU penniless, a poor peregrine potter . . .—
sticks out hke a sore thumb.
The sad truth about Captain Quiros is that its
parts are very much better than its whole.
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RECENT AUSTRALIAN FICTION

DITORIAL COMMENT incorporated in the
publisher's blurb on Summer's Tales reminds us that the Australian short story
grew out of the outback "yarn" and is, by tradition, tougher, brisker and more matter-of-fact
than its European or American counterpart.
Whether the implication is that we still hold to
that tradition, or that we have outgrown it, is
not stated, but one finds little in this collection
of fifteen stories that in any way diflters in tone
or technique from those of Britain or the United
States. Only the place-names are changed, and
there is a sprinkle of the vernacular—"So cop the
bloody old heroine" . . . "he's gone off in a
paddy" . . . "the missus" . . . "bloody donk
driver!" . . .

E

Where, then, is the Australian Short Story
tradition? Or, for that matter, the Australian
Short Story itself, as distinct from a short story
by a writer bom in Australia?
Master Plan (Mary Durack) and Baan (Keith
Willey) seem the only tales that follow the old
pattern. The three contractors of Master Plan are
the direct descendants of generations of drovers,
swaggies and shearers, and the intrigue has all
the flavour of an old-time yarn, complete with the
little woman brought up to date with a Malay
lover and a problematical bastard. In the best
post-Maugham style she has a heart of gold, and
while the presentation is mildly ironic, the material
has all the sentimental overtones of the old tradi' Summer's Tale I, ed. Kyhe Tennant. London,
MacmiUan, 1964. 2 5 / - .
Distant Land by Judah Waten.
Melbourne,
Cheshire, 1964. 2 5 / - .
Harry's Child by Suzanne Holly Jones. Brisbane, Jacaranda Press, 1964. 20/-.
Pantaloons and Antics by Cyril Pearl. Melbourne, Cheshire, 1964. 27/6.
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tion—the child, the kittens, the cockatoo, the
mateship . . . Baan is a Romeo and JuHet tale
set among tribal taboos of the Northern Territory.
The story itself is nothing, the setting everything.
There is much anthropological detail presented
with a simplicity that is sometimes charming,
sometimes rather irritating—as in the use of native
names personifying everything including the
billabong (Baan). The vision is wholly one of
the noble savage, the tone wholly romantic.
This, I think, is the real Australian tradition—
the facade rather selfconsciously tough, but behind it, sentiment, romance, the myth-making
that saw "The vision splendid / Of the sunlight
plains extended", that enshrined Ned Kelly as the
glorious rebel, that built Irish country houses
behind the Greenough Flats, that made 40,000
Horsemen and knew The Man from Snowy River
off by heart. At its best, it shows in stories like
Henrietta Drake-Brockman Th^ North
West
Ladies . . . A rose in the paw of, if not a gorilla,
at least a chimpanzee.
But the remaining stories are a different voyage.
They are so weary and so grey in tone, so backward-looking in their attitude, so old that they
outdo the tiredest work of the western world.
The miasma of fallout fears, sick ideologies and
general fm-de-nos-jours is all pervasive, and the
effect is curiously derivative. One has a constant feeling of 1 have read this before'. Another
Melba tastes strangely of The Old Wives' Tale
and G. B. Stern, Dog-Barking Navigation of
Kipling, Rewards to the Faithful of Edith
Wharton, Summer Sunday of Katherine Mansfield. It is as if the AustraUan mind had grown
suddenly more than middle-aged and there is a
smeU of sickness and decay. It is perhaps a
coincidence that, of the fifteen stories, nine deal
in retrospection. Their people look back—back
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to youth, and dreams, and plans that come to
nothing. There is an emphasis on discontent
and disillusion and age, an almost conscientious
stressing of its stigmata. Old women are ugly
and smelly and gross, like Marie-Genevieve or
Lottie or Connie; or thin and faded and genteel
like Nancy Phelan's Ethel; they are never gracious
or happy. There is a good science-fiction type of
story (The Big Wind) which has the authentic
frisson of John Wyndham—and it's about the
end of the world. There are two odd tales with
deliberate sadism, designed to turn the stomach
at the punch-line—The Goading of Olaf and
Schloo. In short, though each story, of itself, has
interest of merit or charm enough, the overall
picture is strangely depressing.
Only two of the "non-traditional" group avoid
this miasma of discontent. One, oddly enough,
is New Australian. Grace Matthaei's 'Ich bin
Frau Pabsf looks forward as well as back, as if
the old culture, while bringing its darker memories, has also brought its graces which will
flourish in a new land.
Hal Porter's Boy Meets Girl, towering above
all the others, seems the real 1965 version of the
brash, vital, sardonic, leg-pulling, warm-hearted
story of the old tradition. He wails sentimentally for the "good old days"—of the depression!
His adolescent is happy, poor and quite respectable, the landlady protects his "virtue", and the
chambermaid brings him port "to build him up".
The main figures are glorious grotesques on tiie
"boundary rider on a bee farm" scale, and no-one
has to be conscientiously sad or sinful because
they are ail too busy keeping alive. And the
style is also furiously alive . . . "I wouldn't have
minded being as barefooted as a goose and barebottomed as a Villon cutthroat; I was a liar of
the soaring variety—Perpendicular Gothic." . . .
This, one feels with a sigh of relief, is the
Australian short story as it should grow—gay,
sardonic, turbulent, rooted in a rebel sense of
freedom, fertHized by an older culture but still
alive and flowing furiously. No sad imitation of
the Young Angries, the Existentiahsts, the American Tough, but a logical, native growth.
The curious wavering of tone and stance is not
confined to the short stories but seems everywhere—merely reflective, perhaps, of a general
malaise that is no particular manifestation of Austrahan Culture or life, but Just an overhang from
the cliffs of gloom and despair that seem to loom
above the world. A generation ago we "rejected"

in loud voices the borrowed attitudes of the Old
World.—No more poets writing in the rhythms
of Swinburne, no more squatters who were expatriate squireens, no more "Younger Sons"! Nor
would our Australianism be confined to gumtrees,
boomerangs, "digger", "cobber" and "mate"!
So poetry eschewed the rural image and fiction hurried off to the towns—slum or suburbia—
to deal assiduously with the seamier side of things
in general, with the offbeat and the underprivileged, the mad, the maimed and the outcast. But
it is hard to find in all this anything particularly
Australian.
Two vastly lauded books come to mind—
Harry's Child by Suzanne Holly Jones and Pantaloons and Antics by Cyril Pearl . . . The first—a
charming piece of book-making by the Jacaranda
Press—has been described as "breathlessly fascinating", of "flawless sensitivity" and "mystic
beauty" etc. etc. It is a dream world about a
dream child; too slight and confused to be called
a novel though it has its moments of grace. The
recording of all "the quick images" of a sharpening consciousness of the world about her, recalls
Virginia Woolf—somewhat diluted, it is true, but
still enjoyable. But the consciousness itself is an
awareness—or half-awareness—of her emotional
entanglement with her homosexual stepfather, and
the record breaks down in confusion to a forced
and unconvincing ending. This aspect, and the
galaxy of oddly sexed creatures who form a background to the emotional adventure mnke the tale
a sort of Frangoise Sagan pastiche—not shocking (though the blurb says that some critics were
"appalled"), but rather tedious. Such powers of
observation and such skill in writing need the
discipline of a Jane Austen as model rather than
the adolescent fervours of Sagan . . . Of course,
ideally, Miss Jones could just wait and be herself.
The other book, Cyril Pearl's Pantaloons and
Antics, could, with the change of a few words
like "witchetty grub", be about New York. There
is nothing particularly Australian about this picture of TV Advertising, Public Relations and
Journalism. Mr. Pearl has been described as in
the tradition of Ehzabethan word-play wit, and
indeed he plays vwth words—^indeed he does!
It is a sad fact, though, that Elizabethan wordplay is not much appreciated today, and the
Australian especially groans at puns, is deaf to
paradox, winces at rhetoric, and snores through
euphuism. Even to the most devoted semantist,
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Mr. Pearl is a bit too much. Discipline again
is needed for the sprawling satire.
The mocking picture of the world of Hal
Acton (the hero) is again a lively piece of observation and often extremely amusing, but the
satire is rather heavyhanded. A victim neatly
strung up and bristling with St. Sebastian arrows
a la Gingold is more acceptable than the bloody
rags of a dismembered corpse, and Mr. Pearl
lays about him with a hatchet. One has a sneaking feeling that sometimes he is very angry indeed, but not necessarily for the right reason.
The careful introduction of all the minor fourletter words in odd contexts is presumably designed to startle, but smacks somewhat of public
lavatory graffiti . . . "Paris is the soft opalescense of spring, the smell of chestnut blossoms,
fresh bread and stale piss . . ."
About sex, Mr. Pearl is even more obvious,
and, frankly, a bore. The New Yorker influence
is very plain here, but how much less acute is the
copy—less witty, less urbane, in short—less adult.
With the exuberance channelled and the wit
ground to a sharper edge, Mr. Pearl may be not
merely a rather adolescent iconclast with an AUAmerican crewcut but a satirist of note.
One other book among recent publications
comes to mind to reinforce the comment on
"Austrahanness"—^Judah Waten's Distant
Land.
Here, as in the short story by Grace Mathaei, the
New Australian speaks, and in spite of disillusion,
pain, loneliness and age, there is music at the
close—a serenity and a forward-looking that has
hope instead of the gloom of the native bom.
This is a quiet, unpretentious but moving story
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of the fortunes of a Polish Jew, Joshua Kuperschmidt, and his wife Shoshanah, who came to
Australia in 1925 to find a new way of life. The
adaptation to a new environment (they soon become "Cooper"), the changes of direction, some
loss and some achievement, the growth of their
small family and the gradual drift away from the
Jewish way of life—all these are told with compassion and sincerity. The couple achieve material prosperity but never their intellectual ideals;
their children, too, are successful, but leave the
old faith; Shoshannah dies and Joshua is left old
and alone. But there is no recrimination and no
cruelty. Quarrels are mended and sorrows softened by the passing of time, and the old man's
mind goes back, though he has forgotten his
languages and his viohn music, to the psalm of
his childhood: "In peace will I both lay me
down and sleep / For thou. Lord, alone makest
me dwell in safety".
The book ends on sunrise and hope for Joshua
—"the room was friendly; the sun's light did not
dazzle but gently warmed, and there was perfect
rest here . . ."
Judah Waten himself is an expatriate, born in
Odessa and coming to Australia before World
War I, and the two sides of his life—the Russian
birth and the Austrahan journey—are reflected
in this book, which, without being in the obvious
Australian tradition, is yet, in a way, its heir.
Here again is an old culture blossoming in a new
land.
It will be interesting to see how the overseas
influences and the great rising tide of migration
shape our creative Hterature in the next generation.
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THE CELEBRATIVE REALISM OF
ALEX COLVILLE
. . . people need some sense of definition to which they can relate their actions
as an individual needs a sense of identity: a sense of having had a history, of
having reached a particular point in it, of facing a certain kind of future.
Donald Home, The Lucky

T

HE RENEWAL of
figurative
painting is
always being announced, but it never seems
to come, and there are no doubt deep
reasons why reahstic art is somehow out of place
in the second half of the twentieth century. But
occasionally a straight realist crops up whose work
is relevant to life as we now hve it, and the
Canadian painter Alex Colville is an artist who
makes realism directly relevant to Canadian hfe.
He ought to interest Australians: the conditions
of Canadian and Antipodean life are roughly
approximate, and if our pasts are dissimilar, our
futures are likely to converge more and more.
And if the realistic image has a role in the
Dominion, it might be argued that it may still
have one in the newer, rawer Commonwealth.
What sort of role? The only way to answer
this question is to examine what Colville's image
does, and to see how it relates to and re-creates
the ethos of its time and place. Can this sort of
thing be done here: doesn't it perhaps need to be?
As if they'd taken one step back
To see themselves as they hterally are.
Irving Layton.i
Art is for celebrating, the gods, the hero, the
great men and events of an age: it is for many
more things besides, but celebration is one of its
high functions.
Alex Colville celebrates the ordinary, the everyday commonplace of a middle class, democratic
society.2 This is the society to which history has
looked forward, and we, Americans, Australians,
Canadians and Scandinavians hve presently in the
WESTERLY, A U G U S T
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Country

Utopias of the past, not perfect but decent enough.
And that Utopia isn't perfect but at once valuable
and vulnerable and open to endless improvements
is one of the large lessons of history. Our decent
life, suburban, small town, comfortably rural, the
life of the little man in his historic era—^this is
what Colville celebrates. And celebrating it he
shows its existential, unheroic nobility.
People, as Aristotle pointed out, like pictures that
they can recognise of things they know, and art's
first value lies as he says in providing occasions
for recognition: Look, this is me, my house, our
town, a dog hke the one I had when I was a boy.
Colville satisfies this instinct for recognition with
pieces of superb realism and he can paint cyclone
netting, barbed wire, gateposts and weatherboard
buildings with such deceptive skill that shdes of
his paintings look like colourslides of the things
themselves. The ordinary man enjoys this, and
whether he should or shouldn't is beyond dispute.
Facts of nature need no justification and they
are indifferent to our condemnation: we may
deplore them if that makes us feel better, but
they remain.
We deplore this passion for recognition properly
enough when it distorts the other values of art
too far. The common man who values a Saturday
Evening Post cover as highly as a Cassatt, and
much higher than anything by the incomprehensible charlatan Picasso—this common man annoys
us. Norman Rockwell's^ extraordinary skill is
beyond dispute, but the aesthetic question remains:
are his magazine covers for all the excellence of
their craft, really works of art? Colville compels
55

the ordinary man's admiration without inviting
this question. And so he can celebrate the
ordinary man's hfe in the ordinary man's idiom.
What do we mean by celebration? Look at the
illustrations;
Family and Rainstorm, plate 4
shows a commonplace scene, two children and
their mother getting into the family car after a
day at the beach.
Commonplace, but extraordinarily solid as well. Iconic. The car is
harder, smoother and heavier than hfe, the pose
of the young boy in the middle is timeless and as
beyond its context as his mother's gestures are
quotidian and within it. She exists in the ordinary
world, the world of the splendid but quite
meteorological rainstorm, the children and the
hard, famihar but unfamihar machine in another,
and both worlds merge and are the one. The
window winder on the car door, the little chock
and the cog on the lock, the retracting hinge, we
can see there on our own automobiles, but not as
simple and soHd as this, and not as isolated. Here
they have the significance of parts of some epic
machine, a submarine, or a space capsule.
This epic quality derives clearly enough from
Colville's technique. Tempera is a very deliberate
medium, tending generally to simphfy and make
more monumental any forms expressed in it, and
in the hands of a painter of the genius of Piero
della Francesca, for example, it can transform a
flat surface into a phenomenal space where every
gesture and every interval between forms seems
to be being seen sub specie aeternitatis.
On the
other hand, used as a mere technique to produce
a hypex-photographic image, it can become either
too dry or too bland. Tempera surfaces have
gradations of colour smoother and more uniform
than the ones the camera records, and everything
tends to become eggshell or matte porcelain, and
the technique can lend itself to magnificent
triviahsations or, to a rather deadly kind of
surrealism.
Colville invests with the monumentahty of
tempera precisely those scenes of ordinary hfe
which are significant because they are not significant. The battles, the occasions, the great
evolutions of history have their end here humanistically speaking, in just these insignificant happenings.
The barricades were manned so that
ordinary folk should inherit the earth, and go to
the beach.*
Sociahst Realist paintings in the flat Muscovite
Burhngton House style remain essentially uncelebrative, hke their ideological opposite numbers the
magazine cover paintings.
They illustrate or
56

harangue, but they rarely give their subjects the
dignity that they profess to find in them. Technique alone won't give dignity, but technique and
a humane vision will.
Vision is a dilBcult notion to illustrate. It has
to do with the affect of a painting and not simply
with the plain effects of technique, but the examination of technique in a wide sense can take us
from the way in which an effect is got to the
point made by getting it.
Consider plate 6
Swimming
Race.
Again we have the most commonplace and
ephemeral scene, an action-photo from the sports
page of a provincial newspaper: four schoolgirls
diving into the pool, with a referee in the background, stopwatch in hand, timing this utterly
unmomentous contest. But look at the figures
and at the water. The figures are painted with
meticulous realism, the girls no prettier and no
plainer than we would expect, yet they are solider
than life, and their arrested movement has the
timeless quahty of something cast in bronze. These
are not simply schoolgirls diving, but Maillols
translated into paint.
The rhythmic pattern of bodies, each progressively less jacknifed as we read towards the
foreground, could not be rendered in metal exactly
like this. But the sohdity of each individual
figure is essentially sculptural, and the pool, with
its sharp green wavelets is like the water around
Renoir's Laveuse, formal, cast and fettled; only
the splash of the middle figure of the foreground
group asserts the expected softness of a painted
surface. The girls are of pohshed bronze, the
tight unglamorous swimsuits are hke wound wire
or electroplating, and the surface of each figure
has the uniform visual tension of a finely machined
metal artifact. And yet the picture remains, preeminently, an action photo taken at the high
school swimming pool.
Arrested and monumentahsed hke this, with the
banal details of their surroundings resolved into
an elegant formal pattern, these anonymous figures
become permanent and memorable. Theu- Maillollike sohdity gives them the same importance as
pieces of public sculpture, those statues with
which the past celebrated its values. The values
have changed, but the celebrative impulse
remains.
Colville's reahsm can be drier than this,
more lyrical; and monumental in a different
of way. His Girl Skipping is anecdotal and
as inescapably social and celebrative as the
pictures we have considered aheady. The
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1. HOUND IN FIELD—1958.

Casein Tempera

30" X 40"

Coll. National Gallery of Canada

Lyrics,
2.

CHILD AND DOG—19.52.
Glazed
Coll. National Gallery of Canada.
3.

dreams . . .

Tempera

32" x 24"

WOMAN AT TABLE—1951.
Glazed Tempera
24" X 32"
Coll. Mr. A. O. Gibbons, Ottawa.

4<4

4. FAMILY AND RAINSTORM—1955.

Glazed Tempera

:

2 1 " x 28"

5.

Coll. National Gallery of Canada.

MILK TRUCK—1959.

Synthetic Resins
:
18" x 18"
Coll. Canadian Industries Ltd.,
Montreal.

6.

SWIMMING

RACE—1958.

Oil and Synthetic Res:ns : 24" x 38J«;^
Cell. National Gallery of Canada : gif]
of Lincoln Kirstein.

L COUPLE ON BEACH—1957.
Casein Tempera
:
27" \ 36"
Coll. National Gallcrv of Canada.

ALEX

COLVILLE
. . . . and images of our

life

1962

8. DEPARTURE—1962.

Oil and Synthetic Resins

. in representative

:

18" \ 26".

figures.

^
i

Ifiis

9.

JOHN RUSKIN, portrait by J. E. Millais—1853-54.

Oil on Canvas
:
2 8 ; r x 24"
Coll. Sir William Ackland, Bt,
1854

10.

GIRL SKIPPING—1958.

Oil and Synthetic Resin
;
24" x 18"
(^^^11 Mr ,mrl Mrs. Mnrt LesSL-r. Toronto.

landscape with an old high-gabled frame house
hull-down on the horizon, and the neat modem
building in the foreground, is a comment on
man's place in this country: there is still nevimess,
things to be built, a life to be made for ordinary
people.
The contrast between the antiseptic
concrete paths and meticulously raked sand and
the foreground of broken reddish brown earth,
puts this point wath almost verbal explicitness.
The Pre-Raphaelite detail of the foreground recalls the famous Millais portrait of John Ruskin^
with its obsessively detailed rock, and comparing
these two pictures one finds more, and more
instructive, parallels. In the Millais we have a
Wordsworthian statement about man and the
cosmos, full of the pathetic fallacy and that
pecuhar nature mysticism which runs through
nineteenth century sensibility.^ The geological
exactitude of the foreground and the romantic
generality of the background produce, together,
the sense of a transcendental dimension to the
common facts of nature. The Colville picture
makes a quite different statement about man and
nature, contemporary and social-democratic; basically social, economic and ecological where the
nineteenth century one is metaphysical and poetic.
Seen side by side the two pictures illustrate
quite different views of the world, but both have
the same kind of monumentahty and depend on
the same fine adjustment of proportion. Millais
has the romantic cascade for a backdrop, and
uses chiaroscuro to define his masses and balances.
Colville uses hard edged, prosaic forms of almost
uniform saturation. But diagrams of the composition of the two paintings would be congruent at
important points, and both pictures have a structure that is contrived to give their subjects a
representative significance. In both pictures, the
figures slightly off centre and to the right are
held in place by reversed L-shaped forms, the
perspective path in the Colville, and the broken
triangle of rock in the Millais, and the parallel
compositional devices give equivalent importance
to the acknowledged sage and to the anonymous
little girl, forcing us to consider their representative roles in the different situations.
The contrasts are as important as the similarities: Ruskin stands, frock coated, conscious of
himself—even self-conscious—and firmly braced
on his two legs in the middle of a picturesque
Nature with which he feels at one: the httle girl
is skipping, and her red shoes and yellow skipping
rope mark visually her physical separation from
the path, just as the expression of her face records
WESTERLY, A U G U S T
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her complete self-absorption. She is unconscious
of her surroundings: her feet are not on the
ground. Ruskin takes, he strikes, an attitude in
and to Nature: the little girl exists, absorbed in
her own concerns, in a landscape to which she
will never take any more than a social attitude.
She will grow up to Commercial Geography, not
to The Prelude or Tlxe Moral of Landscape and
the most impressive vertical on her horizon is not
the Alps but the new school.
As we have said the extreme reahsm of tempera
and other hard surface techniques can slide into
surrealism, and there are elements of this slide
in Colville.'' The lyrical Hound in Field, is as
meticulous hair for hair as Hohnan Hunt's Scapegoat,^ but it is quite without message: it illustrates
no theme, great or small, and there is no anthropomorphic anguish in the dog's eye. He is closer
to a Kodachrome than to a Landseer.
This purely lyrical use of near-surrealism produces great tension in the observer: what is meant
beyond the lyrical fact? What is the ulterior sense
of this picture? There is nothing ulterior here,
unless it is the sheer love of craft and illusion, a
passion for realism that survives the absolute conquest of the camera. But searching for motives
of this sort brings us dangerously close to questions about the artist's intentions and to the intentional fallacy, when what we are after is the
intentionality of his artifacts. Here, the point of
the picture seems to be precisely this, to invite
the question, and to block off any answer with a
disclaimer.
We are forced to attend to the
lyrical artifact, simply. This sort of lyricism which
says nothing explicitly, but which forces us to
use the lyrical artifact as the concrete focus of
whatever we bring to it, and to its suggestions,
has a literary analogue in poems like Frost's
Dust of Snow, or, to take a Canadian example, in
the short imagistic poems of W. W. E. Ross.
Milk Truck illustrates both the straight lyricism
of Hound in Field and the celebrative, social
aspect of Colville. Despite its bland, first, magazine-cover look, it is an image near surrealist
intensity; this is one of those paintings which
appear in a colour slide exactly like straight photographs of somewhere, except that nowhere ever
looks quite as real as this. It is a sharp image of
dehght in fitness and proportion, and the picture
produces what we might miss in the reahty:
Aren't the clapboards needlessly stiff.
Is
there not too little ornamentation? In Italy
and Switzerland and England, the pictturesque seems to spring from the soil, in
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the shape of barns and buildings as naturally
as the trees and flowers.
Moderate your words dear Gilpin. Utility
lies at the bottom of our viUage architecture.
The structure springs from that . . . the
simple edifice appears to its owner . . . anything but ugly . . . It fits him like a shell.^
The fittingness and elegance of the forms is
brought out in this sharp delineation. And we
have, as well, a kind of model of three centuries
of North American hfe.
Eighteenth century
classicism in the pediment, aloof behind the
exuberant firehouse red of the more assertive
nineteenth century shopfront, with the functional
and not inelegant shape of the twentieth century
truck in the foreground: hopeful, reconcihng
images of, "Raw towns we believe and die in
. . ."1", celebrating the existential seriousness of
life, wherever it is hved, and showing its essential
dignity though an image of fine proportions.
Full, and rather disquieting surreahsm comes
out in Child with Dog and Woman at Table,
semi-private images of peculiar intensity, and
there is a romantic surrealism, shghtly reminiscent
of Felix Kelly perhaps, in the isolation-symbol of
the telephone box in Departure. But Colville contrives for the most part in the present set of works
to stay just within a circle, and to go no further
than hyper-reahsm.
The intentionality of these extra realistic pictures is invariably the same: to heighten the
reality and assert the significance of the subject
matter. All human hfe in its most commonplace
gestures and in the rawest contexts is significant
because it is human Iffe. This is where the ultimate values lie, in people. Colville's pictures are
statements of this truth, and they rejoice in the
banahty of their settings, because they can show
with devastating clarity that banality is irrelevant.
Colville succeeds where Sociahst Realists and
purely academic reahsts almost always fail; he
brings out the importance of what he paints. And
in doing this he re-vahdates the realistic, photographic idiom. That worthwhile things can still
be done in it is a fact of great aesthetic importance, since it is and will remain the first style
that the ordinary man can understand. Reahsm
is a style crucial to one of the roles of the artist
in society, who must cast an image,ii and in our
kind of society cast an exphcit image, of the overriding dignity of ordinary hfe. This hfe is not
a whit less existentially serious for being hved
among the trivia and banahties of a middle class
landscape.
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NOTES
1 From Irving Layton's "Boys in October": The
Oxford Book of Canadian Verse, p.308.
2 The present essay does not aim to be exhaustive: it is offered simply as an interpretation of
the set of Colville's paintings which the author
saw in the Exhibition of Contemporary Canadian Art at the Tate Gallery, London, 1964.
Colville's work ranges way beyond the confines
of this set of paintings, and in several directions which can not be more than suggested in
the present analysis. All the illustrations are
from photographs which the artist has lent us
for the purpose, and we are most grateful for
his co-operation.
Different sized plates of the same pictures, with
Hound in Field in colour can be seen in the
catalogue of the Tate Exhibition.
3 Compare: e.g. The Norman Rockwell
Album,
N.Y. Doubleday, 1961.
* Colville's technique suggests ultimate comparisons with David, and occasionally with the hard
edges of Ingres. But the revolutionary heroics
of David have long since come to rest in the
egalitarian society that he would have wanted,
but would no doubt have found extraordinarily
boring. Not surprisingly perhaps we find a
Danish pupil of David exploiting his heroic hne
for democratic ends in the master's own lifetime. C. W. Eckersberg's The Eldest Daughters of M. L. Nathanson, Esq.
(Copenhagen,
Royal Museum of Fine Arts: reproduced in
colour in The Studio Vol. 138, July-December,
1949 at p . l 4 0 ) , is monumental and hard in
David's way, but absolutely unheroic and
domestic: it shows us the two girls and a parrot
in a cage in a comfortable Turkey carpeted
room, an irreducibly bourgeois subject, but
rendered so that the gestures of ordinary Iffe
become as monumentally significant as the
grandes gestes of David's turbulent sitters.
Eckersberg's Nude Before a Mirror (Oil:
Collection Hirschprung, reproduced in Peinture
et Sculpture au Danemark, Vagn Poulsen,
Copenhagen; n.d., Institut Danois des Relations
Culturelles, p.48) is a kind of democratized
David or Ingres figure, a middle class woman
in a domestic interior, with no pretensions to
classical nudity, who nevertheless achieves the
cahn and absolute repose of a mythological
creature.
Danish portraiture and domestic painting had
been, as we see in Jens Juel's Portrait d'une
jeune mere et son fits (circa 1802 (Poulsen,
p . 4 3 ) ) , superbly intimate, but elegant in an
aristocratic way: Eckersberg replaces the aristocratic grace with his own peculiar prosaic
monumentahty, and it is difficult to avoid the
temptation to label him, by hindsight, a proto
social-democratic painter, and to see him as
foreshadowing the sober egalitarianism that
Denmark was to adopt as its social principle.
Certainly there is an affinity between this prosaicisation of David, and Colville's monumen63
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tahzation of the prosaic: the same, or closely
analogous motives seem to be at work in both.
See also Dansk Billedkunst by Niels Th. Mortensen, Odense, Skandinvisk Bogforlag, 1964.
5 J. E. Millais, Portrait of John Ruskin, Oil on
Canvas, 1954: Collection of Sir Wilham Ackland
Bt. Reproduced in colour as an illustration to
J. S. Dearden, "Further Portraits of John Ruskin" in Apollo, June, 1961. See tlie catalogue
Pre-Raphaelite Art, with a foreword by Robert
Campbell and Introduction by Daniel Thomas,
of the Austrahan State Galleries' Exhibition,
1962, Sydney (printed) Edwards and Shaw.
If there is a question of influence here, the parallel was not conscious: Mr. Colville writes in a
letter to the present author, "About Millais'
portrait of Ruskin—I have never seen it, even
in reproduction, to my recollection—I have
admired a few Pre-Raphaelite paintings in the
Phaidon book, but when I saw an exhibition of
Pre-Raphaehte works last spring in New York
. . . I was disappointed. Mind you, I think the
selection of works . . . left much to be desired."
* Though Ruskin was the first to diagnose the
pathetic fallacy it is by no means clear that he
himseff escaped aU its symptoms: compare his
essay "Of the Pathetic Fallacy", chapter XII of
Modem Painters, with the conclusion of his
later essay, "The Moral of Landscape" in the
same volume, chapter XVII: "Instead of supposing the love of nature necessarily connected
with the faithlessness of the age, I beheve it is
connected properly with the benevolence and
liberty of the age: that it is precisely the most
healthy element which distinctively belongs to
us . . . (out of it) hghts will arise, which, for
the first time in man's history, vwU reveal to
him the true nature of his life, the true field of
his energies, and the true relation between him
and his Maker" pp.379-380. Vol. V of The
Works of John Ruskin ed. Cook and Wedderbum, London, George Allen, 1904.
^That is, there are elements of the 'slide into
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surrealism' in the present set of works. If one
were to consider the whole of the oeuvre to
date, one would have to examine in detail his
ex professo surrealist strain: c.f. "Surrealism"
by P. O'Brien in Canadian Art, Vol. 20, 1963
for a very general comment on Colville.
8 See Catalogue of Pre-Raphaelite Art, plate 6.
8 From The Flowering of New England, 18151865, by Van Wyck Brooks, Cleveland and
N.Y., 1946, World Publishing Co. p.435.
l o w . H. Auden: Elegy for W. B. Yeats.
11 Visual images belong to that larger family of
images which societies and individuals need to
provide some basis for the definition of roles:
autonomy, the existential assertion of the person, requires some exphcit if only intuitive definition of the possible stereotypes of personse
and of situations to which the person may consent, or which he may reject. The notion of
the image in the social-psychological sense is
treated very suggestively, and related to our
own situation, by Donald Home in his invaluable book The Lucky Country (Penguin, Australia, 1964). Home's use of "image" needs to
be clarified, but for all its ambiguity it is usefully applied to the facts of life, here and now.
Sir Herbert Read goes a little far perhaps when
he defines a civilization as "the achievement of
a visual order" (ASEA, Melbourne, Vol. I, No.
1, Feb., 1965), but it is highly signfficant that
visual models and notions, the image, the persona, the mask, etc. occur so often and so
importantly in the vocabulary of social psychology. Taken literally, or as models, visual
images are central to the psychology of personsin-situations.
"Australians, among the greatest of cinema
going people untfl TV, never see images of
their own country when they go to the movies."
Donald Home, The Lucky Country, p.65. q.v.
The quotation at the beginning of the present
article is from Home, p.217.
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